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FOREWORD 

This practical guidebook explores one of the basic issues in correctional 

management today -- the role of employee grievances in correctional agencie.s. 

It is designed to serve as a working tool for correctional administrators 

working in prisons, jails" and probation and parole agencies. 

The fact that employee grievance procedti,res have become an issue for 

correctional agencies is a healthy sign of the field's growing professionalism. 

As the authors clearly document, the proper use of grievance procedures is 

a constructive force leading to better morale and more productive work 

environments. This is particularly critical in a field that traditionally 

has been understaffed, underpaid, and characterized by severe on-the-job stress 

among all levels of personnel -- from line officers through top management. 

It is our hope that this guide will contribute to the expanded use of 
employee grievances. 

~:1.~ 
Allen F. Breed, Director 
National Institute of Corrections 
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PREFACE 

The impetus for this work has been due in large measure to the support 

of the National Institute of Corrections for personnel studies we have done 

in the past. These preliminary studies led us to the realization of the 

need for a good guidebook in the area of grievance administration. 

Throughout our previous research, we found managers who wanted to deal 

with grievance in a more professional manner but who had never been given the 

proper tools. Our hope is that this book, while technical, is also practical 

and useful. We have tried to minimize theory for fact. When possible, examples • 
have been included to aid the reader's conceptualization of the issues. If 

we have succeeded, we will be measured not by a reduction in grievances but by 

an improvement within overall corrections administration. 

In preparing this guidebook, we received not only financial but, more 

importantly, moral support from staff at the National Institute of Corrections, 

in particular, Mary Lou Commiso, who prodded and goaded us to completion. Her 

comments were always welcomed and her dedication to the project completion was 
appreciated. 

The work of Dennis DuBay and John Gierak, both of Keller, Thoma, Schwarze & 
Schwarze, DuBa~ and Katz P.C., was germane to the major sections of this guidebook. 

Without their dedication we would not have completed it nor would it have been 

as thoroughly researched. 

Finally, thanks goes to numerous secretaries, both from Mr. DuBay's office 

and from the staff of Michigan State University. Specifically, the drafts were 

finalized by Marlene Miller, who had to decipher the work of several parties 

and keep the footnotes straight! 

iii 

G. H. Skinner 
Project Manager 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

"Management has the right to act - employees have the right to grieve" 

is accepted labor relations dictum. This "right" is far more in evidence in 

today's corrections agencies than has been true in the past. 

Historically corrections agencies have often adopted an employee 

relations attitude of "who cares". If officers did not like their jobs they 

could leave. Another "warm" body could always be foun.d to fill the void. 

However, modern corrections v~th its emphasis on progressive adminis-

tration, more humane treatment of inmates, and better employees have forced 

a new look at the "right" to grieve. It should not go unnoticed that the 

unionization issue has also contributed to the changed. look at the w'hole of 

correction personnel management. Safe institutions, good morale, strong 

management all require providing forums for feedback including grievances 

from employees. The grievances need to be constructive, not destructive; 

aimed at improved practices, not resolution of petty complaints; positively 

used, not negatively abused. 

GRIEVANCE DEFINED 

A grievance is: 

A formal complaint, on the part of an employee, that an action or 

inaction on management's part violates a contract provision or one 

of the organization's policies or practices in such a way as to 

adversely affect the employee. 

Of course, some grievances are inevitable when people work together. 

In general, however, management's job is to: 

1 
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prevent, as much as possi,le, the dissatisfaction that results 
in grievances, and 

resolve, those grievances that do arise as qUickly and as 
equitably as possible. 

WHY GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES ? 

• 

The basi.c purpose of a grievance procedure is to catch small problems 

before they become big ones which are costly to settle in terms of people's 

time, back pay, strikes, or other things. In other words, grievances 

are not unlike a pain in the body. If pain is ignored, it gets worse and 

can be crippling. If the pain is analyzed and the proper corrective 

actions are taken, the pain is either minimized or disappears completely _ 

the same is true of grievances. The major benefits derived from grievance 

procedures are set forth below. 

Grievances often result in bringing problems out in the open so that 

management can identify them and initiate appropriate corrective actions. 

In the absence of a grievance procedure some managers ignore problems 

that are developing in their work groups while other managers deliberately 

prevent information about such problems from being revealed to anyone out

side of the work group. Either strategy, of course, tends to produce 

adverse consequences for the organization. Small problems become big 

ones, dissatisfaction and frustration increase, and employees become in

terested in other, less peaceful, ways of resolving their complaints. 

Grievances provide employees with an opportunity for emotional 

rele~. I'lllen someone feels that he or she has been unfa.irly treated, they 

can file a grievance and have that grievance discussed, in a serious and 
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constructive way, by management. In these discussions the grievant has 

an opportunity to "blow off some steam". This opportunity seems to be 

appreciated by many people and is probably quite beneficial to the organi

zation. Many experts liken a grievance procedure to a safety valve for 

the organization. 

Grievances help to guard against and provide redress for arbitrary 

and capricious actions. In the absence of a grievance procedure there 

will always be some sUf,ervisors who '''ill take advantage of their sub

ordinates and treat them unfairly. With a grievance procedure, however, 

such supervisors must think twjce. They know that their subordinates 

have the option of filing a grievance and having the grievance heard 

by higher levels of management. In addition, they realize that if they 

have a number of grievances filed against them which are eventually 

sustained by higher-level managers or arbitrators, this will cause their 

superiors to question their ability to manage other people. 

The three benefits of grievance procedures discussed above apply 

in both union and nonunion situationEi~ and probably explain why some 

corrections agencies have establishe~l, such procedures even though they 

have maintained their nonunion statuSI:. When a union exists, grievance 

procedures offer additional benefits given below. 

Grievance procedures help ensur,!e the proper administration of the 

terms of the cvllective bargaining agreement. Without such procedures 

members of management might intenticmally or unintentionally violate the 

terms of a collective bargaining ag'l:eement and, in effect, make the 

agreement meaningless. This would leave the members of the union frus-

3 
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trated and angry and with little recourse short of a strike. Many labor 

relations experts refer to the grievance procedure as the union's 

liquid pro quo" for giving up the right to strike during the life of a 

collective bargaining agreement. Without a grievance procedure to 

help ensure that the contract terms will be adhered to by management, 

few unions would give up the right to strike and there would almost 

certainly be more strikes in organizations of all kinds. 

Grievance procedures provide a means for gaining clarification of 

contract language which is unclear. Frequently the terms of the 

contract and/or the intent of the contracting parties are not at all 

clear from the contract language. At times this is because the negotiators 

did not wish to take the time to work out all of the language and detail 

necessary to completely convey their intent. At other times the lack 

of clarity is due to the choice of ambiguous and/or inappropriate termi-

nology. In either case a grievance procedure provides a means for 

clarifying the terms of the collective bargaining agreement. When a 

grievance is filed management and the union must meet in order to resolve 

it. During such meetings they must reach agreement on the exact meaning 

of the contract language. When necessary clarifying documents are written, 

agreed to, and signed by both partners. 

Grievance procedures often identify parts of a collective bargaining 

agreement that reguire modification. If the:i:'e is a particular provision 

of the contract that is constantly being brought up in the griev~nce 

process, that provision should be looked at closely. It is possible that 

provision is basically unfair, too difficult to enforce, or both. If so, 
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such provisions can be modified i h 
e t er through the grievance procedure 

or in subsequent negotiations. 

Almost all corrections agencies h ave some established grievance 

procedure whether or not their employees are 
represented by a union. 

Procedures for non-represented employees may involve other state depart-

ments (i.e., civil service), a h i ffi 
ear ngs 0 cer, or an appointed hearing 

board. 

Grievances are filed against corrections 
administrators for alleged 

violations of employee rights or protections. 
The vast majority of 

grievances f.iled are for terminatioIl or other 
disciplinary action. Other 

grievance complaints are due to wages and working conditions. 
According to 

a survey conducted by the School of Criminal Justice at Michigan State 

Uni versi ty, cOl."rections depar tmen ts 
are averaging only a 50% success rate 

in gr:l.evance decisions which are decided in arbitration. 

This loss of grievance decisions may be resulting because managers 

have not been educated or i d 
tra ne in the procedural and substantive as-

pects of employee rights. A 
perpetuation of management grievance losses 

eventually effects the morale and performance of correcUonal officers. 

Anytime there is a ti f 
ques on 0 management control or ~fficiency, then 

the organization suffers. 
In corrections, the organization cannot be 

allo~yed to deteriorate as it has a direct effect 
on the inmate population. 

Since corrections department are handling a large number of grievances 

and are not seemingly successful in their defense, it is apparant that 

administrators need some guidelines f 
rom which to base their personnel 

decisions. 
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f One method of providing that assistance is to publish a guidebook 

that \vi11 outline actions which have been established as acceptable or 

unacceptable labor practices and to delineate the major arbitration and 

court cases which provide the basis for these conclusions. This will 

serve as a working tool for the administrator. 

The remainder of this guidebook follows this format: 

Chapter Two: 

• Major Sources of Correction Employees Rights. These are 
rights which are present with or without a grievance 
pro cedure. • Thes e include: cons ti tu tiona1 rights; federal 
statutes; federal guidelines; state statutes; and local 
charters, ordinances and regulators. 

Chapter Three 

Major Areas of Grievances Involving Corrections Employees. 
Most of the important areas identified in a nation-wide 
research project on grievance problems are discussed with case 
cites. Included is a heavy emphasis on certain disciplinary 
policies that have been troublesome. In each section there 
is a short description of the area and then a discussion with 
examples. 

Chapter Four 

• Grievance Resolution. This section focuses on proper inve!"!:'i
gation and settlement of grievances. Included is a short 
discussion en standards for decisions. 

Chapter Five 

Arbitration of Grievances. Many grievance procedures allow 
for third party arbitration. Some basic ideas in terms of 
selecting the arbitrator and what arbitrators look at in 
grievance decisions are presented. 

Chapter Six 

Minimizing Grievances. The focus here turns to things corrections 
managers can do to minimize grievances. The total absence of 
grievance is probably no more desirable than is an excess. 
However; the right actions by managers can often defuse potential 
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grievances and aid in the smoothing of employee relations. 

Cha,Et er Seven -- ---------

~i~~_~EE~SE~~_~EE_~EES~E~ion. Here will be a brief discussion of 
ow inmate grievances spur employee grievances. And finally, the 

future and the employee's right to grieve. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

MAJOR SOURCES OF CORRECTIONS EMPLOYEES RWHTS 

The employment status of corrections employees is protected by a 

wide variety of procedural and substantive safeguards. Likewise, the 

corrections employees' wages, hours and working conditions may not be 

changed for reasons which violate these safeguards. The corrections 

employee may challenge disciplinary action or the change in wages, hours 

or working conditions by the assertion of rights arising under federal and 

state constitutions, federal statutes and administrative guidelines, state 

statutes and administrative guidelines, local charters, ordinances and 

regulations, and collective bargaining agreements. The greatest source 

of corrections employee rights is the collective bargaining agreement. 

While constitutional and statutory proVisions protect certain limited areas 

(exercise of speech, non'-discrimination due to membership in a protected 

class, etc.), the collective bargaining agreement establishes a host of 

rights and privileges under the general heading of "wages, hours and working 

conditions". Moreover, the contract commonly establishes a mechanism--the 

grievance procedure--under which the aggrieved employee may enforce his 

claims. 

In this chapter we will focus on those major courses of corrections 

employ.~es rights and those areas commonly encountered by corrections 

administrators at the federal, state and local levels. 

Because corrections employee grievances or complaints may entail 

rights above and beyond those set forth in a collective bargaining agreement, 
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it is important that the corrections administrator be aware of and observe 

these yarious rights of employees. 

CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 

The original Bill of Rights and other subsequent amendments to the 

United States Constitution have put limitations upon the power of government 

by granting specific rights to individuals. The constitutional rights of 

individuals differ from other rights in that they cannot be taken away or 

changed by state or federal statute or by collective bargaining agreement. 

Employees of correctional institutions retain their individual constitutional 

rights in the course of their employment. Consequently, if a correctional 

institution takes action against an employee which infringes upon a con-

stitutional right of the employee, the action, if challenged, will be 

overturned, even if the action was specifically authorized by a statute or 

collective bargaining agreement. This section deals with the major federal 

constitutional rights of employees that will most likely confront the 

corrections supervisor. 

Note that this section deals only with federal constitutional rights. 

Each state of the Union has its own state constitutional rights, which 

also grants to individuals certain state, as opposed to federal, 

constitutional rights. In general, most state constitutions are broadly 

patterned after the federal constitution, and therefore, state constitutional 

rights granted to individuals tend to be identical or similar to an 

individual's federal constitutional rights. However, some states do grant 

state constitutional rights to individuals above and beyond that granted 

by the federal constitution. For example, some states have granted 

9 
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individuals the right to be free from discrimination in the exercise of their 

civil or political rights because of religion, race, color or national 

origin. l Corrections supervisors should make it a point to learn of any 

state constitutional rights granted individuals that go beyond those under 

the federal constitution. 

First Amendment~Rizht~ 

Corrections employees at the federal, state and local levels enj oy 

protection under the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution for state-

2 ments and expressions which are of a nonpartisan character. Nonpartisan 

speech can be described as speech by corrections employees that does not 

fall under the prohibitions of the Hatch Act3 and similar state and local 

acts against political expression and ac·tivities. 4 HO:!?'~~E.L th~~~.!:~~.E_ of 

.QisEus!lion. There has been no clear general standard stated for 

5 determining when the speech of a public employee will be protected. 

Rather, a balancing of the interests of the public employee and the public 

employer is undertaken in each case. This makes it difficult for both 

the employer and the employee to decide beforehand what actions on their 

respective parts are permissible. However, the Supreme Court of the 

United States has identified certain interests which are to be considered 

in this balancing process. Those interests weighing in favor of the public 

employer include its interest in terminating the employment of incompetent 

6 employees, in preserving discipline by supervisors, in maintaining 

10 
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cooperation and harmony among co-workers? in maintaining the loyalty and 

confidence of employees who occupy the special posit~ons • calling for such 

attributes,8 in avoidi.ng t'l d~ t" f 9 
Ie .srup ~on 0 governmental operations, and 

in rebutting without unnecessary difficulty the erroneous statements of 
10 

employees. The countervailing interests of public employees, and the 

public generally, in the free expression of public employees include the 

connection of the speech to an issue fbI" " o pu ~c ~mportance, the extent to 

which the speech is made in a publ~c t h • con ext, and t e probability that 

the employee has an informed and definite op~n~on h •• on t e subject of the 
11 

speech. If the interests of the employee and the public outweigh the 

interests of the public employer in a particular instance , the speech is 
protected. For example, it has been held that it is not permissible to 

punish employees who accurately exposed corruption in an office simply 

because the speech somewhat disrupted and demoralized part of the offices.12 

In this case, the small disruption and demoralization was outweighed by 

the importance of the disclosure. 

The freedom of speech issue ar~ses h • w en an employee alleges that he 

has been terminated or disciplined for exercis~ng h~s free .... speech right. 

In order to prevail, the discharged employee must show two things. First, 

the employee must show that his speech was constitutionally protected. 

This involves the weighing of the interests discussed above. At this 

point, the employer may argue the t h f s rellgt 0 its interests, and that the 

employee's expression has or will impair or impinge upon those interests. 

Second, the employee must shm" that his expression 'Nas a substantial or 

motivating factor in the employer's dec:i.sion. 13 
The employer can offer 

evidence to show that this was not in fact the case. A conclusion favorable 

11 
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to the employee on these two points does ndt end the inquiry, however; 

this merely shifts the burden to the employer. If-.!:he~E!Elo~E-E.§:E-2E2F 

that it_F2ul~E'§'.Y~_EeaEheE-.!:he 2'§'!!.l~-EonElusi0n.2:rr~2E~E:!:i~-2£ th~ cOE

stitE:!:i2nal1.L.EEotecteE_~~~ssi2E--2£ th~_~!!.l.El-2.l.ee .. L i t~ ac ti2E-Fi11 
14 
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Any rules or regulations which are established to restrict employee 

speech rights must be drafted so as to clearly preclude only speech which 

can be permissibly restricted or the rules will be held invalid. For 

example, a police department rule which prohibited policemen from taking 

part in any activity, discussion, deliberation or conversation which was 

derogatory to the police department or any of its members or policies was 

held to be too broad and therefore violated the police officers' right of 

f h 15. ree speec • 

The First Amendment protects private as well as public speech. Thus, 

a corrections employee's expression will remain protected whether it is 

directed to the public at large (i.e., as in a public speech or pamphlet), 

or to an individual (i. e., as in a private conversation between an employee 

d h ' ') 16 an ~s superv~sor • 

It should also be noted that neither federal nor state government 

may condition public employment on taking oaths which restrict rights 

guaranteed under the First Amendment. 17 

Corrections employees have the right to associate with lawful special 

interest groups, including the right to join unions and political parties. 

However, the federal and state governments can severely restrict the kinds 

of activities that corrections employees may engage in as members of these 
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groups. 

~i2EE22i2E' Public employees have been held to have a First Amendment 

associational right to be members of unions. 18 

hibition against such membership is invalid. 19 
Thus, a blanket pro-

However, this right 

does not preclude government from restricting public union activity in 

order to protect legitimate government interests.20 
For example, courts 

have held that a state could constitutionally make 1 
col ective bargaining 

agreements between public employers and public employees illegal. 2l For 

more information concerning public employees unions, see the sections 

dealing with collective bargaining. 

Freedom of association also includes a person's right to be a member 

f 22 o the political party of his choice. Thus, the dismissal of non-

policymaking employees solely on the bas 4 s of 1" 1 • po ~t~ca partisanship has 

been held to be an unlawful infringement upon i 
an ndividual's freedom of 

association,23 
In addition, a statute which barred state employment 

solely on the basis of membership in the Communist 
party or similar party 

membership has been found unconstitutional.24 

-~~.--------------

Whether an employee's freedom of association shall bar the otherwise 

lawful action of a public employer requires a balancing of their respective 

interests, and is determined on a case-by-case basis. The considerations 

listed under the freedom of speech section as weighing in favor of legitimizing 

the action by a public employer likewise apply to freedom of association 

problems. 

13 
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Fifth Amendment Rights 

The Fifth Amendment provides two rights that impact upon the dis-

cip1ine and discharge of corrections employees. The first is the right 

against self-incrimination. A supervisor may not discharge a corrections 

employee for refusing to waive his constitutional right against se1f-

incrimination. A supervisor may, however, require an employee to answer 

questions dealing directly with the performance of the employee's official 

duties, where the employee is not required to waive his immunity with 

respect to the use of the answers. 

The second right protected by the Fifth Amendment is the right 

against deprivation of life, liberty and property without due process 

of law. This latter right is discussed in the section on the Fourteenth 

Amendment. 

Discussion. The United States Supreme Court has established two --------

principles with respect to the right of se1£-incrimination in the context 

of public employment. First, the Court has held that it is unlawful to 

require employees to waive their right against self-incrimination under 

threat of discipline or discharge.
25 

Second, the Court has held that where 

employees are forced to incriminate themselves under threat of discipline 

or discharge, the information so obtained cannot be used against them in 

1 d ' 26 subsequent crimina procee 1ngs. The Court did, however, state that if 

an employee refused to answer que8tions that were "specifically, directly 

and narrowly relating to the performance of his official duties," without 

being required to waive his right to immunity with respect to the use of 

the answers and the facts thereof, the constitutional right against se1f

incrimination would not bar the employee's dismissa1.
27 
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An employee's Fifth Amendment rights against self-incrimination do 

not protect an employee giving false and evasive answers, and an employee 

28 may be discharged for such conduct. 

An employee may also waive his right against self-incrimination, 

although it must be done so voluntarily. 

-- Where a Trial Board was convened to investigate allegations that 

two officers negligently allowed the escape of prisoners from the county 

jail, and where the officers refused a direct order to answer questions 

with respect to their conduct on the ground that it might incriminate the 

officers and jeopardize the officers' employment, a second Trial Board 

may be convened to consider the officers' refusal to obey an order to 

answer the questions in the first Trial Board proceeding. The Court held 

that the questions posed were specifically, directly and narrowly related 

to the performance of the officers' official duties and, since the department 

did not require the officers to waive their right against self-incrimination, 

the privilege against self-incrimination did not bar the offi(~ers' dismissa1. 29 

-- A court upheld an officer's discharge for his failure to answer 

questions regarding possible misconduct after he had been assured that his 

answers would not be used against him in a departmental disciplinary 

30 proceeding or criminal prosecution. 

-- Although a police chief had a right to refrain from taking a po1y-

graph test, whe~ he did take the test in another county and presented 

the results to the city commissioners, the court held that the police chief 

waived the protection of any possible right to freedom from se1f

incrimination. 31 
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The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits any 

state, local government or agency thereof from depriving any individual 

of his liberty or property without due process of law. Consequently, 

whenever a corrections supervisor takes action to deprive a corrections 

employee of a liberty or property interest, the supervisor must give the 

corrections employee notice of the charges against him, and grant the 

employee an opportunity to be heard on these charges at a meaningful time 

and in a meaningful manner. The kind of procedures to be followed in 

affording an employee due process varies with the importance of the 

liberty and property interes't at stake. Therefore, where a corrections 

employee has only a minimal liberty interest at stake, only minimal due 

process is required. 

~1:~EE~~1:on. There are two basic issues that a corrections supervisor 

must resolve in dealing with an employee's right to procedural due process. 

First, the supervisor must decide whether his action is depriving the 

corrections employee of a liberty or property interest. (Some examples 

of liberty and property interests are discussed hereafter.) If not, the 

employee has no right to procedural due process. If so, then the super-

visor must then decide how important this liberty or property interest is, 

for the importance of the interest will prescribe how extensive the pro

cedures must be in order to satisfy the employee's right to procedural 

due process. These procedures could range from a minimum procedure in-

volving relatively short notice to the employee and an informal hearing 

immediately after the incident at which the employee was allowed to tell 
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his side of the story, to an elaborate procedure consisting of seven days 

notice to an employee for a formal hearing at which the employee would 

be able to confront his accusers, cross-examine witnesses, object to 

evidence, and which would ultimately result in written findings by an 

unbiased decision-maker. 

1E!!1:EB~.!!1~E!_.2.Lb.!J?~!.!:x--±E.!:~!~.§.!:. A supervisor is obligated to 

provide a hearing to a corrections employee if the action taken against 

the employee causes significant damage to the employee's reputation, good 

name, or otherwise stigmatizes the employee. Such damage to an employee's 

reputation has been held to infringe upon an individual's "liberty," 

since it may, for example, interfere with the employee's ability to 

obtain employment elsewhere. The protection of an employee's liberty 

interest is not violated by the presence of adverse information in a 

personnel file standing alone, or merely by the fact that an employee's 

32 termination has made it difficult for him to obtain other employment. 

]:~2.!!1.E1-~~ 

-- mlen a probationary officer was discharged for deliberately 

lying about having a female traffjlc violater in his cruiser, and did 

not contest the truthfulness of this charge, no liberty interest sufficient 

33 to require a hearing w'as found. 

-- However, where a probationary deputy sheriff was accused of 

using his service revolver and badge to collect a private debt during his 

off-duty hours, the court found the charges so specific that they contained 

a great potential for a stigmatization. The Deputy alleged that this 

17 



stigmatization had deprived him of an ability to obtain employment anywhere 

in the law enforcement field. If the Deputy is able to prove that he has 

been seriously stigmatized by the reasons stated for the discharge, the 

Deputy is entitled to a due process hearing on the discharge. A due 

process hearing is required "where the employer stigmatized the person 

as mentally ill, fraudulent, or untruthful." 34 

-- An opportunity for a hearing is not required for a discharged 

employee who was terminated for putting a revolver to his head in an 

apparent suicide attempt, even when the discharge stigmatizes the employee, 

where the employee does not deny the allegations that create the stigma. 

The purpose of the hearing would be to c~ear the employee's name, and that 

purpose would not be achieved if the employee does not contest the 

t · t" 11 35 s ~gma ~z~ng a egations • 

. fEE.E.!E.8~~E"LEL_R!E.E~E..!:1_.fEte.E~!!..!:' A supervisor is also 0 bligated 

to provide a hearing to a corrections employee where the action taken 

deprives the employee of a "property" interest. An employee has a 

property interest in his employment with a corrections institution only 

if he has a legitimate claim of entitlement to that employment based 

upon a state statute, a formal or j.nformal tenure system, a contract, or 

some other authorized rule or understanding, like a published regulation 

of the corrections institution. 36 lL~E_~~1:E1~~_..!~~!m~_1.2¥~£L~_..!:E~_F'!.J.1 

EE_..!:E~_£2EE~..!:.!EE!!-1-E!!..!:.!..!:~.!E~_..!:E~_~~.E.J.E¥~~_doe!!_EEE_E~Y~_~-.EEE.E~E..!:X 
'!E..!:erest_'!E_Eis_ emJ?.J.gx:men..!:. 

-- A prison guard of thir~:een years of satisfactory service is, prior 

to his discharge, entitled to present medical evidence explaining his 
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apparent physical insbility to continue working, as well as evidence that 

37 other simHarly situated employees were treated differently. 

-- Similarly, at least one c\)urt has heM that where the local 

ordinance contained a specific list of reasons for which a police officer 

could be demoted, a police officer had a property right in his rank and, 

thus, is entitled to a due process hearing on a demotion from the rank 

38 of Lieutenant to Corporal. 

Hmvever, the Supreme Court had held that a probationary police 

officer does not have a property interest in his position, and therefore 

he did not have a right to prior notice and a hearing prior to termination 

39 of his employment. 

This, again, is particularly true where the officer does not con

test the truthfulness of the charges against him. 40 

2. BE.!:.!.s~ 

If a corrections employee is entitled to a hearing, he is entitled to 

notice prior to the hearing, and far enough in advance to give the employee 

a reasonable period of time to prepare his defense. The amount of time 

needed will depend upon the circumstances. 

£:~~!!I.E.J.~!! 

-- When a sheriff was sued for his alleged failure to reappoint certain 

deputies in violation of the labor agreement, the trial court issued a 

restraining order against the sheriff. The court of appeals held that none 

of the papers issued by 'the trial court sufficiently informed the sheriff 

of the nature of the proceedings against him. Further, due process re-

quires that before a sheriff may be found in contempt of a restraining 

order, the sheriff must .. be afforded minimal due process, ~vhich requires 
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that the sheriff be provided a hearing and a reasonable opportunity to 

meet ~nd refute the alleged charges. In this case, a period of 5:30 p.m. 

one evening until 9:30 a.m. the next morning was insufficient time for 

the sheriff to prepare a defense of the alleged contempt. The court held 

that it had to find that the sheriff was guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, 

since a contempt proceeding is a criminal action. 41 

However, where a prison guard was intoxicated on the job, failed 

to appear for work, refused to see his superior, then threatened his 

superior, and refused an offer for an administrative hearing, the court 

held written notice of his dismissal impracticable. 42 

If a hearing is required, at a minimum a corrections employee must 

be granted notice and an opportunity to be heard. This requires that an 

employee be allowed an opportunity to explain his actions. 

The hearing must also be conducted fairly, so that the employee 

has a genuine opportunity to present a defense that will be consider~d by 

an unbiased decision-maker. 

Where a police officer was discharged for misconduct with a minor 

female, his due process rights were not violated by the failure of that 

female to testify against him or to be subject to cross-examination. 43 

-- A hearing at which the warden presided was held to violate the 

employee's due process rights where the warden was also the individual 

who initially proferred the charges against the employee. 44 
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4. Waiver 

A corrections employee may waive his due process rights. However, 

such a waiver must be voluntarily made; it cannot be coerced. 

Where a corrections officer appealed his dismissal to the state 

civil service commission, and neglected to object to the commission's 

failure to issue certain requested subpoenas, he waived the opportuni~y 

to later raise this defect in court. 45 

Reinstatement and backpay less any benefits resulting from the dis-

missal (i.e., unemployment compensation) are the normal remedies for 

46 violation of an employee's due process rights. 

-- Where a dismissed employee has obtained full-time employment elsewhere, 

the amounts earned by the employee in that job were deducted from the 

1 'b k t award. 47 emp oyee s an rup cy 

The Fourteenth Amendment protects individuals' constitutional rights 

from state action, and therefore prohibits public employers from pro-

mulgating rules and regulations that are so vague or overbroad that they 

interfere with an employee's constitutional rights, such as the employee's 

freedom of speech or association. Work rules must have a rational basis 

and be specific enough as to put corrections employees on notice as to 

what conduct is prohibited. 

Q.!~CU~2.!.Q.!l:" The Courts have held that the Fourteenth Amendment pro-

hibits the state, local governments and their agencies from violating an 

21 
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individual's federal constitutional rights, as well as certain fundamental 

rights not expressly set forth in the constitution, such as the right to 

privacy. In protecting these rights in public employment, the Courts have 

held that 'toJork rules and regulations enforced by a public employer must 

not be arbitrary or capricious, but rather must have a rational basis. 

The Courts have also required that these work rules must not be so vague 

as to fail to put an employee on notice of what conduct is prohibited, 

nor so overbr.oad that they prohibit otherwise lawful conduct that is not 

job related. 

-- A court found a police department rule to be unconstitutionally 

vague and overbroad which stated that a police officer may be disciplined 

for reasons of "morality and ethics," and which included private conduct 

48 which conveyed an image of disrepute. 

-- A prison rule requiring employees to avoid conduct that might 

bring criticism on themselves or the prison and a state civil service 

rule authorizing disciplinary action for "notoriously disgraceful personal 

conduct" and for "conduct detrimental to the good of the institution", 

have been construed to apply only to on-duty conduct. Consequently, 

the dismissal of a prison correctional officer, who was arrested in a 

public place and charged with disorderly conduct arising from his intoxi-

cation and use of abusive language to a police officer who was attempting 

to stop a quarrel between the correctional officer and his wife, was 

overturned. 49 

-- A police department rule that an officer on sick report not 

leave his residence unless he first obtains the permission of the district 
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surgeon, and that the employee is to be examined each week to determine 

the necessity of confinement to his residence, is not violative of due 

process, especially since a trial-type hearing is available to the officer 
50 

when he is cited for violation of this rule. 

The dismissal of a prison guard pursuant to department of 

corrections regulations prohibiting conduct inconsistent or incompatible 

with employment was not punishment for failing to meet a vague standard, 

where the guard was informed prior to his purchase of a liquor store that 

51 
operation of the store would be inconsistent with his employment. 

-- Similarly, a prison guard dismissed for his "unfitness to rende\r 

effective service" was not subjected to an unconstitutionally vague 
52 

standard. 

-- A restriction on the type of concealed firearms that may be carried 

by prison guards bore a reasonable connection to their employment, and, 
5j 

as such, was not arbitrary or capricious. 

The equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires 

that all states, local governments and their agencies treat all individuals 

equally and fairly. In general, this means that there must simply be 

a rational basis for any classification or standard established for employ-

ment purposes by a corrections institution or supervisor. However, a 

corrections institution or supervisor must have a compelling justification 

for classifications or standards based upon a limited number of criteria, 

such as race or sex. 

Di2E~2SiEE' In determining whether a classification or standard 
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established by a corrections institution is lawful under the Equal Pro-

tection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Courts apply three 

different standards of review, depending upon the importance of the interest 

involved, and the basis of the classification. These three standards 

of review are: 1) the rational basis standard, 2) the compelling state 

interest standard, or strict scrutiny, and 3) the middle level standard, 

or middle level sCTutiny. 

The Courts have held that a public employee's interest in his employ-

ment is a nonfundamental interest, and, consequently, classifications 

restricting only the e~ployment interest are usually tested against the 

rational basis standard of judicial review, which siml- .• ] requires that there 

be some legitimate reason for the restriction. Under this standard of 

review, a classification or standard is rarely held violative of equal 

protection. 54 

Certain classification~, however, are subjected to a higher scrutiny 

for compliance with equal protection requirements. Classifications which 

penalize the exercise of fundamental rights, or which are based on certain 

"suspect" criteria, receive this higher scrutiny. The fundamental. rights 

include the right of association, the right to vote,55 the right to 

interstate travel,56 the right to fairness in criminal process,57 and the 

right of privacy.58 Classifications based on race and alienage are examples 

of suspect criteria, and are often called suspect classifications. In 

order to justify classifications which penalize the exercise of these 

fundamental rights, or which are based on a suspect classification, it must 

show that the classification is necessary to promote a compelling state 

interest. 59 
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Some classifications are analyzed under what has been described as 

a middle level of scrutiny. Sexual classifications predominately fall 

within this category. Therefore, it has been decided that any state law 

which is either convertly or overtly structured to prefer males over 

females in hiring for public employment must show an exceedingly persuasive 

justification, but less than a compelling state interest, to be upheld 

under the Equal Protective Clause.60 

~3f!'!!!lJ?les 

-- The rational basis standard has been found to be satisfied, for 

example, by a rule which denied methadone users employment,61 and by a 

62 requirement that state police officers retire at age fifty. 

-- In addition, a state's disqualification of aliens for service 

in its state police has been held not to violate the Equal Protection 

Clause on the ground that citizenship has a rational basis to the special 

qualifications needed for performing police work. 63 

It has also been held that a refusal by a police commissioner 

to hire a convicted but pardoned felon did not violate equal protection 

because there was a rational reason for the decision. 64 

However, the State of Alaska was precluded from giving an 

absolute preference in state employment to persons who had resided in the 

state for at least one year, 65 for it impacted on an individual's right 

to interstate travel and the state could not show a compelling state 

interest for the restriction. 

FEDERAL STATUTES 

This section deals with the major federal statutes which impact 
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upon the employment of correction employees. In many of these areas, 

such as in the area of employment discrimination, there are similar state 

statutes which may be even broader than the federal statute. Vfl1ere there 

are overlapping state and federal statutes, in most instances an employer 

must comply with both of them. Thus, although an employer's actions may be 

lawful under a particular federal statute, this is not a valid defense to 

prosecution under a similar state statute which is broader in scope. 

Title VII 

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits employment dis-

crimination based upon race, color, religion, sex, national origin or 

pregnancy. This prohibition is extremely broad, and covers all aspects 

of employment, including hiring, firing, compensation, promotions, transfers 

and other terms and conditions of employment. The Equal Employment 

Opportunity Commission (EEOC) is the federal governmental agency empowered 

to investigate and enforce alleged violations of Title VII. The EEOC 

or the individual filing a discrimination claim may enforce the individual's 

rights under Title VII in court, obtaining such remedies as reinstatement 

and backpay. 

QiscE§§ion. Employment discrimination falls into two categories. 

The first type of discrimination is "disparate treatment", wherein an 

employer treats one employee or job applicant differently than another 

employee or job applicant solely on the basis of race, color, religion, 

sex, national origin, or pregnancy. The basic elements of a disparate 

treatment case can be illustrated in the situation where an employer 

rejects a minority job applicant. To establish a prima facie case of 
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discrimination under Title VII, the claimant must establish the following: 

The claimant belongs to a class protected by statute 
(i.e., black, female); 

The claimant applied for and was qualified for a job for 

which the employer was seeking applicants; 

The claimant was rejected; 

After the claimant was rejected the job remained 

open and the employer sought more applicants with 

the claimant's qualifications. 66 

Although proof of discrimination intent is required, such a motive may be 

inferred from the mere fact of differences in treatment?7 

Once a claimant has established the above criteria, the burden 

shifts to the employer to prove that it had a legitimate, nondiscriminatory 

reason for ita actions. If the employer establishes such a reason, then 

the burden again shifts to the appl-lcan't to th h 
~ prove at t e employer's 

nondiscriminatory reason was only a pretext to discriminate against a 

protected group. 68 

The second type of employment discrimination is "disparate impact", 

where there is no overt discrimination, but which involves an employment 

policy or practice which is neutral on its face but which has a dis-

proportionate adverse impact upon protected groups. If an employee or job 

applicant is able to demonstrate that the par~icular employment policy 

or practice eAcluded minorities (or members of any protected class) at a 

disproportionate adverse rate compared to white employees or applicants 

(or other favored groups), the employer has the burden of showing that the 

employment test, education requirement, experience requirement, or whatever, 
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bore a direct and rational connection to the job concerned. If the 

employer cannot prove that the particular policy or practice is specifically 

job related, it will be found discriminatory and thus unlawful. 69 Proof 

of the employer's actual intent to discriminate is not necessary.70 If 

a written or oral test is at issue which has a disproportionate adverse 

impact upon a protected group, it must be validated in accordance with 

EEOC Regulations. 71 

With respect to Title VII's prohibition against pregnancy discrimi-

nation, an employer is not required to provide light work for a pregnant 

employee, but it is prohibited from arbitrarily removing an employee from 

work simply because she is pregnant. A corrections supervisor must treat 

pregnancy in the same manner as he treats all other temporary disabilities. 

For example, if a supervisor permits corrections employees who are ill 

or who have broken an arm or leg to use accumulated sick leave, he must 

also allow pregnant employees to use accumulated sick leave on the same 

terms. 

In its extensive regulations and guidelines under Title VII, the EEOC 

has taken the position that sexual harassment is a form of discrimination.72 

It defines sexual harassment as including unwelcome sexual advances, requests 

for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct or communications 

of a sexual nature where such behavior is used to affect the employment 

relationship. Under the Guidelines, an employer is required to take 

immediate corrective action to eliminate such working conditions, and to 

provide a working environment free from verbal and physical conduct which 

is sexually demeaning. 

With respect to the religious practices and benefits of job applicants 
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and employees, an employer must not only remain neutral and not discriminate 

against individuals because of their religion. He must also make reasonable 

efforts to accommodate their religious needs. The Supreme Court has ruled 

that an employer need incur only a minimum of additional costs in accom-

modating the religious beliefs of employees-applicants, otherwise the 

employer's accommodation efforts would constitute preferential treatment 

and result in discrimination against other employees.73 

Finally, Title VII forbids retaliation against an employee who 

files a civil rights claim or who testifies or provides information 

regarding a civil rights claim. Employees who file civil rights claims 

often will file a second claim charging that an employer retaliated 

against the employee by not giving the employee a promotion, a wage in-

crease, or by giving the employee adverse assignments. Therefore, once a 

charge is filed, a corrections supervisor should document all actions 

taken with respect to a claimant employee. 

-- Unlawful disparate treatment was found where deputy female matrons 

were paid on a lower pay scale than their male counterparts, the jailers. 

The Court found that the deputy matrons performed essentially the same 

duties as the jailers and were entitled to the same pay.74 

-- A District Court in Texas held that it was unlawful discrimination 

to refuse to place a female federal prison employee in a correctional 

position which in'Vobted t}:le supervision of male inmates. 

-- However, the Supreme Court held that the requirement that prison 

guards be male in an Alabama all-male ma~imum security prison 't~as a bona 
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fide occupational qualification for such prison guard positions, and 

therefore, lawful. The prisoners lived in a dormitory situation where 

the sex offenders were not segregated from other offenders. The Supreme 

Court found that not only were the sex offenders likely to attack female 

prison guards, but also the other prisoners might sexually attack 

female prison guards due to their lack of a normal heterosexual environment. 7S 

-- A city was held to lawfully refuse to hire females as supervisors 

for male juveniles and vice versa. The supervisors lived in the same 

housing with the juveniles who \Vere 7-16 years old. They could be called 

on to monitor showers and perform body searches. 76 

~.!S'§!£l.E.!es: ~i-§~!.§!.!:~_l£l.E'§!~.!: 

-- The Supreme Court has held that the testing of communicative . 

abilities for police officers was job-related because the employer was 

able to show that the ability to communicate orally and in writing was 

required for police work. 77 

-- While the Supreme Court has held that the requirement of a high 

school diploma for an unskilled job had a disparate impact upon minorities 

and was not job related,78a court has held that the requirement of a high 

school diploma was related to the job of police officers and a business 

necessity. 79 

-- The Supreme Court found that a minimum height requirement of 5'2 11 

and a minimum weight requirement of 120 lbs. had an unlawful discriminatory 

impact upon female applicants for prison guard positions. The State of 

Alabama produced no evideace to correlate these requirements with the 

requisite amount of strength thought essential to performance of the job.80 
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-- Another court has held that a city could require applicants for 

municipal police officer positions to swim 100 yards despite the fact 

that it might disqualify members of a minority group at a substantially 

higher rate th~n it does non-minorities. The ability to swim such a 

distance was related to general fitness, physical courage and effective

ness in emergency rescue situations. Sl 

Although it has been held that a prior conviction of a serious 

crime is a valid ground for disqualifying a person from police work re-

gardless of any disproportionate impact on minorities, courts have 

found that arrest records are not a proper basis for excluding persons 

from police officer jobs. 82 However, a court has upheld a ruling that an 

employer could refuse to employ a person as a night watchman who had been 

detained for burglary even though the person had never been formally 

charged. 

-- A court has also held that it was unlawful for a museum to refuse 

to employ a person as a security guard on the basis of a prior discharge. 

The applicant had failed to follow the cash-handling policies at a bakery.83 

-- A court held that testing female applicants for police officer 

positions on an annual basis and testing ~ale applicants on a weekly 

basis was unlawfully discriminatory since.it resulted in having females 

as only 2.15% of the police force. The area work force had 39.7% female 

workers. 84 

Age Discrimination 

The Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA)85 prohibits em-

ployment discrimination based upon the age of individuals between 40 
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and 70 years old inclusive. As under Title VII, this prohibitj,on is 

extremely broad, covering all aspects of employment. The EEOC is the 

federal governmental agency that enforces the ADEA ~ and it or the in-

dividual claimant involved may enforce rights under the ADEA in court. 

R~~EE~~~EE' Courts have generally followed the principles and 

theories developed under Title VII in enforcing the age discrimination 

provisions of the ADEA. For example, a claimant may establish a prima 

facie case of age discrimination by proving that: 

(1) The claimant was 40-70 years old; 

(2) The claimant was qualified to do the job; 

(3) The claimant was replaced by a younger person in a 
discharge situation, or, in the case of a charge of 
failure to hire, the position remained open and the 
employer was still seeking someone to fill the 
position. 86 

Upon such a showing by the claimant, the employer would be required 

to demonstrate that age was either a bona fid~ occupational qualification 

for the particular job, or that there was some other legitimate reason 

fot: its action. The burden 't",ould again shift to the claimant to show 

that the reason given by the employer ",,'as a mere 'pretext. 

The Act does allow employers to require employees to retire at age 

70 pursuant to a bona fide retirement plan. 
,J 

-- It was held that a maximum hiring age of 40 years old was a bona 

fide occupational qualification for bus drivers. Newly hired drivers 

were placed on an "extra board" for 10 to 40 hours. Such work was not 

regularly scheduled and was physically and mentally demanding, placing 
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an unusual amount of emotional stress on the driver. Since people suffered 

degenerative changes beginning at age 30 which affected their driving 

ability, age was a bona fide occupational qualification.87 

-- It was held that the maximum hiring age of 35 for municipal 

police officers was not in violation of the ADEA. The aging process and 

declining physical ability of an applicant resulted in an increase of 

risk of harm to others. This was sufficient to show that age was a bona 

fide occupational qualification for a police officer.88 

-- Age can also be a bona Ude occupational requirement necessitating 

retirement before age 70, as a Court held that a state statute requiring 

mandatory retirement of police officers at age 60 was not in violation 

of the ADEA.89 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 197390 prohibits all 

executive agencies of the federal government (including the Bureau of 

Prisons), as wel~ as all employers receiving federal financial assistance, 

from discriminating against qualified handicapped individuals both with 

respect to employment and the administration of services. 

.!?.;!;~EE~~.;!;En· The Rehabilitation Act broadly defines a "handicapped 

individual~; as any person who: a) has a phYSical or mental impairment 

which substantially lilrits one or more of his major life activities; 

b) has a record of such impairment, or c) is regarded as having such an 

impairment. 91 Thus, persons with such afflictions as hearing disabilities,92 

epilepsy o~ history thereof, 93 or a history of drug add:tction or drug use, 94 

have been found to be "handicapped". 
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However, only "qualified" handicappe,d individuals fall under the 

Act's protection. For employment purposes, the applicable regulations 

define "qualified handicapped pereon" as a handicapped person who, "with 

L'ea6ouable '. aCCOlllnto-aaciuu II " caap e1.'rot'nC''Cl1e "es'sential 'f~n~t i~;~ ~ £"~he'j'~b' '-'"'' -.'" "'.,' .'"" '" -.,"-

in question". 95 What constitutes a "reasonable accClmmodation" depends 

upon the employer's size, type of operation, and the nature and cost of 

the accommodation needed. 96 "Reasonable accommodation" may include job 

restructuring, part-time or modified work schedules, acquisition or 

modification of job equipment, or other similar actions. 97 As yet, there 

are only a handful of cases dealing with this requirement of "reasonable 

accommodation". However, in the context of the educational training 

of a registered nurse, the Supreme Court held that an education institution 

did not have an affirmative obligation under the Act to provide a deaf 

nurse applicant with individual clinical instruction. 98 

Equal Pay Act 

The Equal Pay Act 99 makes it illegal to discriminate on the basis of 

sex in the payment of wages for wo:t;'k on jobs which have similar working 

conditions and which require equal skill, effort and responsibility. 

There are exceptions in the Act for difference in payment based upon a 

seniority system, merit system, a system which measures earnings by 

quantity or quality, or other factors than sex. The EEOC enforces the 

Act, although an employee may also enforce his rights under the Act by 

filing a lawsuit in Court. 

Discussion. The prohibitions in the Equal Pay Act are narrower than 

Title VII, for they apply only to employees' wages. However, the penalties 
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for violating the Act are greater than for violation of Title VII. 

Employees may recover not only lost wages but also an additional equal 

amount for liquidated damages plus reasonable attorney fees. Liquidated 
• oj. " .... ,.., .~ "'~.h." ,., '~'h"--' ..... "''t ... ",."~ ~.. . _. _, ... _",'" ... _ ,"_ ... 

... ,. "aamages are available only if the'-'(i!fupIbyer"al(r'iiof~crct' in "good faith or 

did not have a reasonable basis for believing it was in compliance with 

the Act. The Act also provides criminal penalties for willful violations 

of employers. 

It has been held that the requirement of equal pay for males and 

females does not depend upon whether one sex possesses additional training 

or skills, but whether the nature of the duties actually performed requires 

or utilizes those additional skills. 100 

Civil Rights Acts of 1866 and 1871 

The Civil Rights Acts of 1866 101 and 1071 102 prohibit employment 

discrimination based upon race, national origin, religion, alienage and 

sex. The provisions of these Acts are not enforced by any federal 

governmental agency, but rather are enforced by individuals filing suit 

in court. 

Qi§E~§§iEE' The Civil Rights Act of 1866 (42 USC 1981 and 1982) 

protects the right of all citizens to cont~act, sue, own property, and 

enjoy other rights as held by white citizens. The Civil Rights Act of 

1871 (42 USC 1983, 1985, 1986) prohibits any deprivation of federally 

protected rights unde:t;' color of state law, usage or custom, and it also 

prohibits conspiracies to deprive any person or class of persons equal 
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protection, privileges or immunity under the law. 

These Acts have been applied in the employment context to prohibit 

various kinds of discriminations, most of which are already prohibited by 

is that claims under these older acts are not subject to the strict pro-

cedural requirements of Title VII. Furthermore, an individual may 

immediately sue an employer in court under these older Acts, rather than 

processing a complaint through the EEOC, as required under Title VII. 

FEDERAL CIVIL SERVICE 

The federal civil service is regulated under the Civil Service Reform 

Act of 197R (CSRA). 103 The CSRA established merit principles to govern 

104 all personnel practices and actions by the federal government, such 

as 1) fair and equitable treatment in all personnel matters regardless of 

politics, race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, 

age or handicapped conditions, 2) recruitment from all segments of society, 

and 3) selection and advancement on the basis of ability, knowledge and 

skills. The Act also prohibits certain employment practices. 105 For 

example, officials and employees authorized to take personnel actions are 

enjoined from discriminating against any employee, using official authority 

to coerce political actions, granting any unauthorized special treatntent or 

advantage tn a job applicant or employee, and retaliating against employees 

who exercise their lawful rights. 

Discussion. The two major agencies that oversee the federal civil 

service are the Office of Personnel Management and the Merit Systems Pro-

106 
tection Board. The Office of Personnel Management oversees recruitment, 
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measurement, ranking and selection of individuals for initial appointment 

alld competitive promotion in federal employment. The l1erit Systems Protection 

employee grievances. 

Under the Act each agency is required to establish performance 

appraisal systems with periodic review of job performances. These criteria 

must be communicated to each employee, and used as a basis for rewarding, 

assigning, promoting, demoting and retaining employees. IDS 

Pay rate systems under the Act are based on principles of equal pay 

for substantially equal work; pay distinctions are to be made in 

accordance with work and performance distinctions and are to be comparable 

with private enterprise pay rates. 109 

Merit pay increases are awarded to managers in general schedule grades 

13 through 15 in recognition of quality of performance. 110 A cash award 

program administered by the agency head is available to an employee whose 

suggestion, invention or other personal effort contributes to the 

efficiency, economy or other improvement in government operations. III 

FEDERAL COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

The Federal Service Labor Management Relations Law (FSLMRL) 112 is the 

primary law concerning the collective bargaining rights of federal 

corrections employees. It is generally patterned after the National Labor 

Relations Act (NLRA) 113 which governs labor relations in the private 

sector, with the important exception that federal employees do not have 

the right to strike. The FSLMRL covers federal executive branch employees 

(including ~mployees of the Bureau of Prisons). However, as is the case in 
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the private sector under the NLRA, supervisors and managers are excluded 

from coverage under the FSLMRL. 

Discussion. The FSLMRL proscribes certain unfair labor practices .. ,c. _._, __ .' '. 
--------- •. ~o;... "·'~.~~·, _ _n.~-'l!:'·;·_'\II; ........ _y ...... ..,. __ •.. ,.,. ._ ..... ;._. ~ _." ....... ~ ...... , .-<, ~. ,--'I '1.:' ..... ,. ~, --. ,~" - ••• ~,," ... ., ','''' -.. C .~~ •• ~"1"~,' .•• -. "".~ ........ ~, 
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by both executive agencies and federal employee unions. The unfair 

labor practice provisions of the FSLMRL
ll4 

are similar to those of the 

NLRA. The FSLMRL makes it an unfair labor practice for an executive 

agency to: 1) interfer~ with, restrai~ or coerce employees' rights under 

the Law, including their right to join, form or assist a labor organiza-

tion; 2) encourage or discourage membership in a labor organization hy 

discriminating through hiring, tenure, promotions, etc.; 3) to sponsc1r, 

control or assist any labor organization other than to furnish, upon 

request, customary and routine services and facilities available to any 

other labor organization with equal status; 4) discipline or otherwise 

discriminate against an employee because that person has filed a complaint, 

affidavit or petition, or has provided any information under the Law!!: 5) 

refuse to bargain in good faith with an authorized labor organizatio1ll; 
f? 

6) fail or refuse to cooperate in impasse procedures and decisions required 

by the Law; 7) enforce any rule or regulation which conflicts with any 

applicable collective bargaining agreement in effect before the rule/ 

regulation was prescribed; or 8) fail or refuse tc comply with any pro

vision of the Law. 115 

Similarly, the Law makes it an unfair labor practice for a labor 

organization to: 1) interfere with employees' rights under the Law, in

cluding the right to refrain from union activity; 2) to cause or attempt 

to cause an executiv~ agency to discriminate against any employee in the 
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exercise by the employee of any right under the Law; 3) to coerce, dis-

cipline or fine an employee for the purpose of impeding that person's work 

1/'-. ,,_ 

regard to terms and conditions of labor organization membership on the 

basis of race, religion, national origin, sex, age, civil service status, 

political affiliation, marital status or handicapped condition; 5) refuse 

to bargain in good faith with an agency as required by the Law; 6) fail to 

cooperate in impasse procedures and decisions under the Law; 7) call or 

participate in a strike, work stoppage, slowdown or picketing if the 

picketing interferes with an agency's operations, or to condone such 

activity by failing to take action to prevent or stop such activity; or 

8) to otherwise fail or refuse to comply with any provision of the Law.116 

Not only is a strike considered to be an unfair labor practice, it 

is also classified as a criminal offense.117 Furthermore~ a federal 

employee may not assert the right to strike or participate in a strike 

against the federal government, or be a member of an organization which he 

knows asserts the right to strike against the federal government. lIS 

Collective bargaining agreements negotiated under the FSLMRL must 

provide dispute resolution procedures through the consideration of employee 

grievances. l19 Such a negotiated procedure must be fair, simple and ex-

pl[~ditious. Each agreement must provide that any grievance not satisfactorily 

SElittled under the grievance proc.edure shall be subject to binding arbi-

tt'ation which may be invoked by either the union or the employer. The 

te:l~m "grievance" is defined broadly,120 with the result that an extreme-

ly wide variety of complaints qualify for access to the grievance 
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procedure and arbitration. However, certain subjects are specifically 

excluded, including: 1) political activities; 2) retirement, life insur-
under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

ance or health insurance; 3) examination, certification or appointment; 

Except as otherwise noted, arbitration in the federal sector is 

similar to arbitration in the private sector. For more information on 

In addition, some states prohibit employment discrimination based 
I I upon other factors as well. F ;, i or example, some states have enacted statutes 

''''·r,:,'.---. """', ~ •. " ,.'. ",,, .. _,, p-rtfn1.61t"i"n"'g'·'· -.;. ", ," " , , ' aJ.scrindnatio';;b~~(f '~p~~"iiiarital~s titus:" h~ight : '~;"~ight : "\~ ,,- . 

pregnancy (or conditions related thereto), an(l handl.' cap .122 
~ The operation 

and enforcement of these statutes also tend to be similar to that under 
I 

this subject, see those sections of this manual pertaining to grievance 
Title VII, which has previously been discussed in this Hanual. 

J; 
) 

procedure and arbitration. Civil Service 

STATE STATUTES The vast majority of states have enacted civil service laws which 

This section deals in a very general way yrlth major state statutes regulate public emp1 1 oyer-emp oyee relations in four major areas; 1) job 

that impact upon the employment of corrections employees. As already classification, 2) appointment and promotion, 3) compensation, and 4) sus

noted, many of these state statutes are similar to federal statutes. For pension and discharge. Every state has its own procedures and regulations 

examp1e~ many state employment discrimination statutes are almost identical in each of these four areas. 

to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Where state and federal Classification of Positions 

statutes both regulate an employer's actions, an employer usually must 
State statutes and charters gl.'ve i c vi1 service commissions and boards 

comply with both statutes. The fact that an employer's conduct is lawful the authority to c1 of d assl. y an grade positions in the civil service. The 
under a federal statute does not necessarily mean that such conduct is 

civil service commission then determines the duties of each position in 
lawful under a similar state statute, which may have a broader scope or civil service. The enabling legislation sets forth the specific procedures 
stricter requirements than the federal statute. 

and criteria for making these determinations. 

Employment Discrimination A civil service commission may til no nc ude in anyone claSSification 

The vast majority of states have statutes prohibiting employment 
numerous positions whose duties are diff so erent that they do not bear 

discrimination based upon race, color, religion, sex and national origin. 

The operation and enforcement of these state statutes is similar to that 

any reasonable relations to each other. However, this reasonable relation 

"test" is liberally construed by the courts. 123 

Courts are split as to whether the establishment of a fixed term for 
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office prevents the civil service commission from either including the 

office in the classified service or making it impracticable to select an 

appointee after a competitive exam. While one court has held that the 

fixed and definite term for the office of the warden of a penitentiary 
, .... 1\ ....... ~_. ~-"'1'_ .... ' .. " ... _ ".;>. • ; ........ , 

leaves the civil service commission withou~ the authority to place the 

office in the competitive class, other courts have held to the contrary. 124 

Appointment and Promotion 

Appointment and promotion of employees under civil service statutes are 

determined on the basis of tested qualifications designed to measure 

merit and fitness. Civil service commissions ordinarily have broad 

discretion to adopt both general and specific employment reqUirements for 

particular positions. Such requirements may include experience, formal 

education, and residency. 

Compensation 

The power of state civil service commissioners to fix rates of 

compensation for civil service positions is broad. This power is dele

gated to the commission by many state constitutions and cannot be usurped 

by a civil service statute. Similarly, when the salary of a civil 

service employee is fixed by statute, it cannot be altered by contract. 

Compensation is often an integral part of an employee's classification 

under civil service. This classification usually specifies the employee's 

governing rate of pay. The establishment of the salary ra'nges for each 

position is usually guided by the general rule that like salaries are 

125 to be paid for like duties and responsibilities. 
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Suspension and Discharge 

One of the main purposes of civil service statutes is to prevent 

an appointe,e' s arbitra~~y removal. Discharge and suspension of civil 

and must be done in good faith. 

In general, the only grounds for discharging a civil service employee 

are those specifically set forth in the governing civil service statute~26 

However, in states which simply require "good cause", "just cause" or 

"reasonable cause" for suspension or discharge, the civil service commission 

is given broad discretion to determine whether a dismissal or suspension 

is justified. 

Some civil service statutes provide for both preferred appointment 

and immunity from discharge for veterans of the federal or state armed 

forces. The courts have generally upheld such veterans' preferences 

in the civil service system as lawful. 

OTHER LAWS 

Veterans' Preference Statutes 

Virtually all states and the federal government have enacted statutes 

giving veterans various employment privileges, ranging from hiring pre-

ferences and the right to reemployment, to special termination-procedures. 

These statutes are enforced by the Department of Labor at the federal 

level, usually by a similar state agency at the state level, and may also 

be enforced by individuals directly by filing suit in court. 

Di!?E~'§!.~.!.2~. Almost all states 127 and the" federal government 128 

provide for a hiring preference for veterans seeking to obtaj.n employment 
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in a civil service job. The nature of the preference differs among the 

states and the federal government. The most common type of preference 

increases the veteran's civil service examination score by a specified 

number of points. 129 Less frequently, the pre(~ren~~-~s,tat~\l,te,;pro'!,it:J,es."fQt" _ ',., 
..... ,.,. - .... I ............... , .... _. _., 1 - .... - ... '1 ... _ ..... " •. ~. -' '.,. ... ... ~ .~ .-., .. - .... , ......... ~- ' .. 

an absolute preference to all veterans who meet minimum requirements~30 

Generally, the preference may be invoked by a veteran at any time during 

his or her lifetime, and it may also be invoked more than one time. 131 

Some statutes give veterans an additional preference for promotions once 

they have been hired. 

A veteran usually has greater job security than other civil service 

employees. 132 In addition, the grounds upon which a veteran's employment 

may be terminated may be more narrowly limited. 133 If layoffs occur, 

a veteran may be the last to lose his or her job because of the added pro-

134 tection he or she receives under the terms of the statute. 

The federal and state statutes also generally require employers to 

grant a leave of absence to employees who are inducted into the armed 

service, and to restore the employees returning from such a leave to a . 
job of like seniority, status and pay. 135 

The validity of the various statutes has been subject to attack 

in the courts, both state and federal. Generally, the statutes have been 

upheld. 136 In particular, the Supreme Court of the United States has 

held that the Massachusetts statute, which provides for a lifetime 

preference to veterans, does not violate the equal protection c1aus.e of 

the Fourteenth Amendment simply because more men than women are veterans 

and, consequently, places worn,en at a greater disadvantage as a d;'~ss 
, 'f 

137 !; 
seeking civil service employment. However, promotional pref~fences 

. " 
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have been more likely to be found vic;~lative of equal protection than 

hiring pr,eferences .138 

i • 

Restrictions on Poll.tica1 Acti,rities 
"" .. -'-~-,~ ...... ~.".,-.~ .•• ,,', ....... ,",. ,.~.' ..... ...., •.. , "'-.,,_~_ .... ....c;:;..-_ ...... t---_..,_· ......... ,~".-" "~"",,,,,,.,,,,,,, ''''~'' ,F _ ,,' ., , 

The federal government and lnost states have enacted statutes which 

prohibit public employees from actively participating in partisan political 

activit;i.es. 

~~EEE22~EE' Federal law under the Hatch Act prohibits employees in 

executive agencies from: a) requesting, t'eceiving from or giving to an 

employee, a member of Congress or an officer of a uniformed service, a 

thing of value for political purposes;139 b) using official authority or 

140 influence to affect the results of an election; or c) taking an active 

part in political management or political campaigns. 141 

However, federal executive employees retain the right to vote as 

they choose, and to express their opinions on political subjects and 

candidates,142 as well as take part in the campaigns of nonpartisan can

didates and issues. 143 

There is a similar federal statute applicable to state or local 

officers or employees whose principal employment is in connection with an 

activity financed in tvhole or in part by federal funds. 144 

The states each have their own statute dealing with the political 

activities of state public employees, and they are often less restrictive 

than the fedeta1 law. For example, public employees in Michigan may become 

actively involved in partisan politics, so long as such activity is per

formed during off-duty hours. 145 
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Other Legal Obligations 

In addition to the legal obligations imposed upon employers of 

corrections employees by the federal and state constitutions and statutes, 

'. '" ~"" . e'Illp'loYl::!:t c;.:mc.y ._!'I)RO. 1:>e .. 13~!,j ~ct; .t.!L] oPB.l .. ""hEl;rt,c:ra~ ·artilhdHt:e::s dml- t:'egula1:ions~' ..... ". 

Each employer should determine specifically i,qhat local laws regulate its 

relations with its employees. 

The courts provide another source of legal obligations that bind 

employers. Court-made law, usually referred to as the "common law", varies 

from state to state, and it is critical that employers are aware of 

applicable court holdings that impact upon employer-employee relations. 

Two examples of recent court decisions in the State of Michigan underscore 

the important impact of the common law upon employer-employee relations. 

The Michigan Supreme Court recently upheld a jury verdict finding 

that the employer wrongfully discharged a middle management employee in 

violation of the employer's written employee handbook, and consequently 

let stand a $72,000 jur.y award against the employer.146 The Court allowed 

the breach-of-contract claim to go to the jury, even though there was no 

written employment contract, and, apart from the employer's statements 

in its employee handbook, the only evidence that the employer assumed such 

a contractual obligation was an alleged supervisor's statement to the em-

ld . 1 d "as long as he did his J' ob". In a ployee that he wou rema~n emp oye 

similar companion case, the Michigan Supreme Court also upheld a $300,000 

147 jury award against an employer for "~ongfully discharging an employee. 

In this case there also ~as no written employment contract ,v.lth the 

employee, and the only source of the employee's contract claim was the 
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~mployer's alleged statement during the employee's initial job interview 

that the employee would not be discharged as long as ba was "doing his 

job" • 

In a_~o.:~ler M~chi.~~.~ .,c~s:, . thfl. appe~l~,t~ .. co~J;t; helrl that. 'i_f .,a. publis 

employer sets forth procedures for employee dismissals, the procedure 

must be "scrupulously observed", even though such procedures are generous 

'.~ -.-.... -~ 

and go far beyond any legal requirements that bind the agency.148 Consequently, 

the court reinstated an employee's action for seven years backpay based 

upon the city's failure to follow its procedures in dismissing an employee 

after she was arrested and convicted for. embezzling city funds. 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

Over half of the states give public sector employees the right to 

collecti~e bargaining. 149 Like the Federal Service Labor Management 

Relations Law (FSLMRL), most of thos!::! state statutes are patterned after 

the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), which regulates collective 

bargaining and employer-employee relations in the private sector. 

Like the NLRA and FSLMRL, most of these state statutes proscribe 

employer and union unfair labor practices. These unfair labor practices 

are usually quite similar to those listed in the FSLMRL, which have been 

previously discussed in this manual on the section in federal collect~.ve 
bargaining. 

Most if not all of the states that permit collective bargaining in 

the public sector prohibit public employees from striking. Most of these 

states instead provide dispute resolution procedures short of striking 
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when an impasse in collective bargaining is reached. These procedures 

range from mediation and fact-finding to advisory and binding arbitration. 

Virtually all collective bargaining agreements contain a grievance 

procedure for the handling and resolution of employee grievances. If 

the employer and the employees' union cannot mutually resolve a grievance, 

the contractual grievance procedure will frequently provide for the sub- ": 

mission of the grievance to an arbitrator, who is an impartial third party 

mutually selected by the employer and the union to decide the merits of 

the grievance. However, before the union may press a grievance to ar-

bitration, it must comply with all the procedural requirements of the 

grievance procedure. Most often the decision and award of an arbitrator 

is binding on the parties, although some collective bargaining agreements 

do provide that the arbitrator's decision is only advisory and not binding 

on either party. 

It is possible for an employee to process a complaint in more than 

one forum. For example, if a female employee feels that the employer is 

paying her less pay than a male employee because of her sex, she may 

file a complaint with the EEOC under Title VII and the Equal Pay Act, and 

in addition file a grievance under the applicable collective bargaining 

agreement. However, through careful drafting, it is possible to exclude 

from the contractual grievance procedure employee complaints that are 

already being litigated in other forums. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MAJOR AREAS OF GRIEVANCES INVOLVING CORRECTIONS EMPLOYEES 

In this chapter we will cover two principal areas that seem to pro-

voke grievances. The majority of the chapter will be devoted to discussion 

on how to establish and enforce work rules and discipline. Research done 

by Michigan State University, Schl)ol of Criminal Justice has shown this 

to be the predominant area of gril~vance origination. Several other common 

grievance areaa (seniority, promotions, wages, etc.) will also be covered 

with the concentration being on things m~nagement can do within each area 

to minimize grievance occurrences. 

DISCIPLINE 

"Discipline!! may be defined as employer action or inaction to penali.ze 

an employee for his/her behavior. It is the punitive nature of the employer's 

conduct that sets it apart frout other types of managemel1t action. This 

distinction is important in determining which contractual provisions and 

obligations apply, e.g. must the employer show !!just cause" for its 
1 

conduct? Generally, if the action is not to be considered as discipline, 

the employer's action must be taken in good faith; not conflict with 

other portions of the contract and not be intended as a punitive sanction. 

-- For instance, an arbitrator has held that a City's abolishment of 

the special ambulance service classification and the reassignment of the 

involved officers to patrol officer with an attendant reduction in pay was 

3 
not a matter of "discipline". Similarly, it has been held that where a 

county had specifically retained the right to transfer bargaining unit 

work to non-bargaining unit employees, the county could assign a police 
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officer's duties to a non-bargaining unit position when the nature or the 

amount of that work had changed. The county could also transfer the 

officer to a non-unit position as there was nothing in the contract which 

4 
restricted the county's right to abolish the position. Employers are 

generally given wide latitude in changing operational procedures even 

though employees may view the result as disciplinary in nature. 5 For 

instance, an arbitrator has held that a department did not violate the 

agreement in transferring the authority for enforcing sick leave regu-

lations from the commanding officers of districts to the department head-

quarters. The substantive benefits or obligations with respect to sick 

leave remained unchanged. The only change from the officers' standpoint 

was the channel used to send word to the commanding officer in the event 

of absence.
6 

Similarly, a requirement that plain clothes officers wear 

uniforms during disturbances related to school desegregation was not 

arbitrable. 7 
Obviously then, there are several conditions that need to 

exist for an agency to be properly prepared in the discipline area. 

The Establishment and Enforcement of ~lork Rules and Regulations 

The establishing and enforcing of valid work rules is the foundation 

of all disciplinary action. As noted by some seasoned observers: 

It has been reported, on the basis of 
examining over 1000 discharge cases, that 
one of the two most commonly recognized 
principles in arbitration. of such cases 
is that there must be ~.~asonable rules 
or standards, consistently applied and 
enforced and widely disseminated. 
(note omitted)8 
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The employer must be able to meet several potential objections by 

a grievant and/or union. 

The Rule Was Properly Adopted 

Whatever requirements exist for the adoption of a rule (e.g. procedural 

requirements, prior notice to union, posting, etc.) must have been met 

or no valid rule exists. 

The Rule Must Be Currently in Effect 

The rule must have been consistently enforced with respect to known 

violations. 
If the rule has become a "dead lett1er" through non-enforcement, 

the employer must re-activate the rule, prior to its renewed enforcement. 

An employer may reactivate a rule by notice of intent to do so. 9 

The Rule Must Be Reasonable 

As noted above, an arb.f.trator;s i ..\ .... go ng to consider the "reasonablenessil 

of the employer's regulation~ What is reasonable can only be determined 

in light of all of the facts and circumst'lnces underlying the rule. 

Simply borrowing rules from other employers does not guarantee the rules' 

validity in a new, and perhaps different, setting. 

The Rule Must Be Properly Communicated 

An employee must be made aware (or at least be given the opportunity 

to be aware of) the rule. If an employee claims he was unaware of a rule 

the employer may then encounter difficult evidentiary problems. lO However, 

this requirement of communication of a rule may be waived ~l7ith respect 

to the most severe conduct (e.g., drunkenness, theft, etc. ll), in which 
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it may be assumed tha.t the employee knew, or should have known, that his 

conduct was improper. 

The Rule Must Be Uniformly Enforced 

The most frequent union claim is that of "disparate treatment ll • If 

the union can show that the rule was not uniformly enforced with respect 

to known violations, the disciplinary action will be vacated. This does 

12 not mean, however, that the penalty in all cases must be the same. The 

rule must be enforced but the penalty can be tailored to be appropriate 

in light of all of the circumstances. 

Violation of Rules Must Be Investigated In A Thorough and Unbiased Manner 

The burden of proof in discipline cases rests with management. 

Employees do not have to prove their innocence. Looking at the motivation 

that may have existed for rule violations will often lead to actions other 

than discipline. In other words careful consideration of the employee's 

side of the story lessens the potential of a grievance. 

Disciplinary Interviews 

Investigating wrongdoing by correction personnel can be a problem. 

Special consideration must be taken to avoid successful grievance suits 

or, more importantly, to avoid having a IIcriminal" put back on staff. 

Presence of Counsel -------------------

In l~_F~i~z~!ten, I~ NLRB 420 US 251 (1975), the U.S. Supreme Court, 

in construing the National Labor Relations Act (which applies to employees 

in the private sector), held that, when an employee has a reasonable 
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belief that the interview may result in disciplinary action against him/her, 

the employele may request the presence of a Union representative at the 

interview. The case applies to those situations in which: a Union 

r(~presents the involved employee; the employee has a reasonable belief 

that disciplinary cSlction may ensue -- thus, where an ~\mployee has not 

been given reclson t~1 believe that disciplinary actiotl will ensue or where 

the employee 111\iS been told that the interview is not for disciplinary 

reasons, the employee does not have a right to Union representation; the 

employee requests the presence of a Union representative -- thus, the 

employer need not: offer to have the Union representative present. The 

F~iE.S~!E~ case arose under the Federal Statute for private sector employees. 

Many states have now adopted the so-called "Weingarten standard" in the 

administration of their state collective bargaining statutes. The rights 

vested by the F~i~a~te~ case are, of cQurse, in addition to those other 

rights which may be set forth in a collective bargaining agreement with 

respect to Union representation at any employer-conducted interview. 

Criminal versus Administration Interviews ----------------------------------

In cases where employees are suspected of criminal wrong doing, they 

must be advised of their Miranda rights. Once given,these rights 

can not be taken away. For instance, many governmental units have rules 

forcing the employee to answer questions posed by superiors. If these 

questions are not answered, the employee may be discharged. Nmv if 

Miranda rights are given, the administrator ma~ E£! turn around and 

threaten dismissal, based on the organizational rule, if the employee 

refuses to answer. This principle was first announced by the Supreme 
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Court in Garrity vs. New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1967). 

To avoid unnecessary problems, before undertaking the interview, the 

employer should determine whether the goal of the interview is to obtain a 

statement usable in a criminal proceeding or rather to compel the employee 

to account fully for his work-related actions. 

Interviews for Criminal Investi~tiye PurE2se~ 13 

If the employer believes criminal prosecution is a possibility and 

wishes to insure any statement obtained is usable against the employee in a 

criminal proceeding or at least wishes to preserve the option of its use, 

then the following procedure is suggested: 

1) The employee should be given some warning of his fifth amendment 

rights, at least an assurance that he may refuse to answer any questions 

that may be incriminating ~lnd that any answers the employee gives may be 

used against him in a subsequent criminal proceeding. 

2) The employee should be advised that if he asserts his constitutional 

right to refuse to answer incriminating questions, no adverse administrative 

action will be taken against him based upon his refusal to answer. 

If the above procedure is followed, any statement given should be 

"voluntary" and usable in any subsequent criminal proceeding. Of course, 

the statement also could be used for disciplinary purposes. 

If the employer wishes to compel the employee to answer fully questions 

directly related to the employee's official duties and is willing to forego 

any use of his answers or their fruits in a criminal prosecution, then the 

following procedure is suggested. 
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The employee should be advised that: 

1) The purpose of the interview is to solicit responses that will 

assist in determining whether disciplinary action is warranted, and the 

answers furnished may be used in disciplinary proceedings that could result 

in administrative action against the employee, including dismissal. 

2) All questions relating to the performance of official duties must 

be answered fully and truthfully, and disciplinary action, including 

dismissal, may be undertaken if the employee refuses to answer fully and 

truthfully. 

3) No answers given nor any information gained by reason of such 

statements may, as a matter of constitutional law, be admissible against 

the employee in any criminal proceeding. 

If the above warning and assurance is given, the employee is required 

to answer fully questions relating to performance of his job. If the 

employee refuses to respond to such questions, there is no constitutional 

bar to disciplinary action, including dismissal from employment, based 

upon such refusal. 

The Proof or Evidence must be Adequate to Sustain the Charge 

This is not a discipline manual; however, many grievances are sus-

tained because management's proof in disciplinary cases has been less than 

adequate. Now adequate does ..!!2..!:. mean "beyond a reasonable doubt." Rather, 

adequate seems to be somewhat of a subjective term that follows the 

following rough "rule of thul'!lb": The amount of evidence should be 

congruent with the severity of the possible outcom& of the charge. 

The more severe the possible outcome, i.e. discharge, the more evidence 
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that is needed. The less severe the outcome, i.e. ,verbal warning, the 

less evidence that is needed. 

15 Arbitrators generally look for the preponderance of the evidence, 

while many state courts employ a variation of the "substantial evidence" 

16 rule. 

Absent a specific agreement to the contrary, the technical rules of 

d " 17 evidence generally do not apply on an arbitration procee ~ng. Since 

arbitrators will "weight" the evidence presented, many arbitrators allow 

the liberal admission of evidence. Arbitrators are also concerned that the 

18 award not be attached because competent evidence was excluded. However, 

simply because evidence is "received" does not mean it is relevant or 

entitled to any weight. 

Briefly, four common evidentiary concerns are discussed below: 

Disclosure 

An arbitrator has held that a police department is entitled to submit 

in arbitration the internal affairs reports which detailed the history 

of the officer's personal problems. The union's contention that it had 

been denied access to such reports during the grievance procedure and thus 

denied "due process" was rejected. Absent a contrary contractual provision, 

the department is not under an obligation to reveal and advance all the 

19 evidence it intends to submit. 

Polygraph 

Whether an employee may be required to submit to a polygraph examination 

is a matter regulated by state law. 20 Generally, a certified polygraph 
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examiner who administered a proper examination may testify in an administrative 
21 

proceeding. On the other hand, polygraph tests cannot be used in 

evidence where the polygraph operator does not appear at the arbitration 

hearing, and there is otherwise no independent evidence collaborating 
22 

the test findings. Generally, arbitr.ators give polygraph examination 

1 23 resu ts little or no ",Teight • 

Circumstantial Evidence 

A case which is based on a conclusion derived from circumstantial 

evidence must fail when there are two equally persuasive conclusions 

and the one conclusion is based only on circumstantial evidence.24 

Circumstantial evidence is admissible, however, and of course, is persuasive 

if it leads to but one conclusion. 25 

Hearsay Testimony 

While hearsay testimony may be admitted in an arbitration proceeding, 

it generally will carry little, if any, weight with the finder of fact. 

For example, mUltiple hearsay testimony is not sufficient in itself to 

support a finding that a correctional officer violated department 
26 

regulations. Over the years, some courts have expressed concern that 

the hearsay rule not be totally discarded in administrative actions which 

could result in a loss of employment. 27 

The Penalty Impcaed Must Be Proper in Light of All Relevant Considerations 

There ar.e many factors which must be considered in determinating the 

appropriate penalty. Employers must keep in mind that, even if a violation 
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28 of a valid work rule can be proven, an arbitrator may modify the penalty. 

Many arbitrators consider this part of their authority to determine "cause": 

In many disciplinary cases, the reasonableness 
of the penalty imposed on an employee rather 
than the existence of proper cause for dis
ciplining him is the question an arbitrator 
must decide. This is not so under contracts 
or submission agreements which expressly prohibit 
an arbitrator from modifying or reducing 
a penalty if he finds that disciplinary action 
was justified, but most current labor agreements 
do not contain such a limiting clause. In 
disciplinary cases generally, therefore, 
most arbitrators exercise the right to change 
or modify a penalty if it :ts found to be im
proper or too severe, under all the circum
stances of the situation. This right is 
deemed to be :!.nherent in the arbitrator's 
power to discipline and in his authority to 
finally settle and adjust the dispute before 
him. 

Platt, "The Arbitration Process in the Settlement 
of Labor Disputes,," 31 J. Am. Jud. Soc. 54, 
58 (1947). 

Thus, where a penalty is judged too sever~ for the proven violation, the 

arbitrator ?':ay modify the penalty and, in the absence of a contractual 

29 restriction, such authority has been recognized by the courts. The 

employer therefore should give careful consideration to the penalty to 

be imposed. Among the areas that should be examined are the following: 

. Type of offense involved. 

Is the offense a maj or "r'iolation calling for summary and severe 

discipline or is it a minor infraction which should be handled under cor

r.ective or progressi~e discipline techniques? 
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Propriety of tlhe work rule. 

Is the employeji acting under a valid rule - properly adopted? 

Currently in effect? Reaa:onable? Properly communicated? Uniformly 

enforced? 

Employee's past work record. 

Has the employee's job performance been good, poor or mediocre? 

• Employee's past disciplinary record. 

What past infractions occurred? How significant are they 

measured by the substance of the infraction and the passage of time? 

. Seniority. 

What is the employee's length of service? 

• Mitigating or aggravating circumstances. 

1)0 circumstances exist which make the employee's conduct less 

or more blar(lewort:hy? 

• Uniformity of enforcement. 

Has the involved rule been uniformly enforced to avoid claims 

of disparate treatment? 

• Compliance with all legal and contractual requirements. 

Has the employer complied with all legal and contractual 

requirements? 

• Double j eopar.dy • 

Has the employer avoided increasing an announced penalty? 
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Management's conduct. 

Has management conducted itself in a responsible manner in the 

underlying circumstances and in the disciplinary process? 

Timeliness of Disciplinary Action 

A~ employer must move promptly on suspected violations. Prompt 

investigation allows the employer to examine the physical evidence, if any, 

and interview the witnesses while the matter is still fresh. The 

employer, at the same time, demonstrates to all parties that its 

rules and regulations will be effectively enforced. If an employer 

allows kn~ violations to grow stale, an arbitrator is apt to set aside 

the discipline on that basis alone. 

~xa~pJ~~ 

-- An arbitrator has held that a two day suspension of a patrol 

officer for allegedly mistreating a prisoner was improper due to the 

lengthy delay in imposing the discipline. He noted that the purpose of 

corrective discipline is rehabilitation, and that this purpose is defeated 

if the employer waits too long. 3D Similarly, where eleven months elapsed 

between the employee's conduct giving rise to the suspension and the 

employee's actual suspension, the disciplinary action was set aside 

as involving an unreasonable delay. 31 Th~~!!.l.E.J.oye!,~~duct , ... E.Q~Y'!?!" 

is judged !!'.2E!...J:he_ tim~.J:he .yio.!ation b~~me kn.Q~ bVhe ~~!$l.ler 

Common Reasons for Disciplinary Action 

There are, of course, many recurring grounds for disciplinary 
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action. Some of the more significant areas are discuased below. 

Absenteeism 

Excessive unauthorized absenteeism is a universally recognized ground 

32 d b h for disciplinary action. Absenteeism cases are often focuse y t e 

union and/or on t~le employee's underlying problems which cause 

the absenteeism. However, the fact that an employee suffers from personal 

difficulties does not excuse absenteeism, particularly where the employee 

has been given notice and the opportunity to reform his/her behavior. 

~xampl~!!! 

-- It has been held that a corrections officer's absences averaging 

over 19 days pe~ year, in addition to authorized sick leave, constitute 

"unfitness to render effective service", in that his health pl:oblems were 

33 not related to an on-the-job injury. Likewise, excessive absenteeism 

coun.led with the use of intoxicants and threats towards superiors is 

grounds for dismissal of a county corrections officer. 34 

Similarly, it has been held that a department trial board's 

~onditions for continued employment of an officer, who suffered from 

poor attendance rlue to alcoholism, that the grievant submit to full physical 

examination and urinalysis and be ~estricted to the day shift and jail 

security assignments with no overtime or right to transfer to another 

assignment and attend all meetings of the police officers alcoholics 

anonymous group and re-onroll in the sheriff's academy were proper. The 

trial board was also upheld in its retention of jurisdiction to review 

other violations of departmental procedures. Two days after the trial 

--~-.-.-------~------



board's decision was rendered, the officer was again absent and a second 

trial board hearing was conducted which resulted in the officer's dis-

charge. The arbitrator reversed the discharge with rej.nstatement without 

back pay on the basis that the griEt,vant should be given more than two days 

35 in which to reform his behavior. Questions can arise with respect to 

whether the absence is authorized <!Ir proper notice procedures were used. 

For instance, where the rule called for notice to the watch commander, but 

it was a common practice known by tSupervisors and officers alike to 

notify the Assistant Watch Commandrer, it was held improper to discipline 

36 an office',t for notifying the AssiElltant of his inability to report. 

Acceptance of Gratuities 

The prohibited acceptance of gratuities is a well-recognized ba,sis 

for disciplinary action. The rult(~ and possible penalty must be clear to 

37 employees. 

Examples 

-- Smith vs. Board of Commis'sioners, 274 S02d 394 (La. 1973) ----------.,----

(acceptance of a bribe from a violator of a "no smoking" ordinance). 

-- ..9~i~ vs. State Police Mer.!..!:~oarQ, 298 :NW2d 378 ~I11, 1973) 

(upheld dismissal for acceptance of a $100 bribe). 

Arrests 

A distinction must be made between arrests for non-job related 

conduct and arrests for jo~ related conduct. In the first situation, an 

arrest does not necess~lrily m(~an guilt, and therefore, an employer may 

not take ac.tion based simply on 1/:he arrest for non-j ob related conduct. 
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If the employee is convicted, then the employer may take disciplinary 

action based upon the commission of a criminal offense. In the second 

situation, involving an arrest for job related conduct, the employer may 

take immediate disciplinary action based upon the violation of the 

38 employer's own rules and regulations. This action is totally distinct 

from the criminal proceeding and is not controlled by the outcome of the 

39 
criminal proceeding. The criminal courts, due to the penalties which 

may be imposed, emplbY substantially different procedural and evidentiary 

rules, as well as a very severe burden of proof (i.e. "guilt beyond 

reasonable do.ubt"). 

-- It has been held that a corrections officer arrested twice for 

violations of the Uniform Firearms Act may be dismissed for "just cause.,,40 

-- In another case, an employee had been arrested and charglad with 

shoplifting. Although the prosecuting attorney decided not to prosecute 

because he had insufficient evidence that a crime had been committed, prison 

officials decided to discharge the employee. The arbitrator, after 

hearing sworn testimony in regard to the shoplifting incident, determined 

that the grievant was innocent and recommended in an advisory opinion that 

she be reinstated. 41 

Mistreatment of Prisoners 

Unwarranted force with respect to a prisoner is a ~V'ell-recognized 

basis for discipline. 

--Disciplinary action is proper for assaulting a prisoner, particularly 
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where a witness to the incident testified that the prisoner did not first 

assault his guard, contrary to the latter's statements. 42 

~oll~E~ vs. Codd, 379 NYS 2d 733 (1976) (upheld discipline for 

abuse of prisoner). 

-- ~~ll~am~ vs. Q~Eartment_.2f Correct.:!:.2E~, 316 So. 2d 411 (La. App.) 

aff'd 320 S02d 563 (La 1975) (discharge for assault on inmate upheld). 

Business Dealings With Inmates 

Prohibited dealings with inmates, even though the dealings would 

otherwise be lawful, are valid grounds for disciplinary action. 

Examples 

-- A rule forbidding penitentiary employees from trading or bartering 

with inmates has a real and substantial relation to job performance. 

Therefore, a prison guard may be discharged for selling his truck to a 

t b 1 d · 43 soon ,0 e re ease pr~soner. 

Excessive Force 

Use of excessive force is a universally recognized basis for dis-

cip1inary action. 

Examples 

;0 

-- An arbitrator upheld the discharge of two deputy sheriffs, who during 

an arrest forced five suspects to lie on the ground with their hands 

handcuffed for between 45 minutes to three hours; forbade the suspects 

to speak to one another; did not inform the suspects of the reason for 

their detention for several hours; forced the suspects to march several 

hundred yards, single file, in public view; searched the suspects' vehicle 

64 
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and removed their personal belongings ila such a manner that the belongings 

had to be replaced in the van with a shove1. 44 

-- Likewise, it has been held that a 10-day suspension for the 

unnecessary use of a night stick was proper. However, the arbitrator 

held the 10-day suspension in abeyance for an 18-month period, but stated 

that if the officer showed any further acts of poor judgement, the 10-day 

suspension was to be imposed along with the appropriate penalty for the 

second offense. 45 

Arbitrators will review the entire circumstances and, in some cases, 

have reduced the penalty, citing the employee's "highly excited state of 

mind" based upon the underlying circumstances leading up to the use of 

46 force. For instance, it has been he1a that a di'tiQharge of an officer 

charged with using excessive force and endangering a prisoner and fellow 

officer by placing the intoxicated prisoner in a room with the police 

officer, who had earlier fought with the prboner, was improper and re-

duced to a two-week suspension. The grievant did not deliberately create 

the dangerous situation and the "failure to follow the advice" of 

a lieutenant from the Sheriff's Department did not constitute insubor-

dination, in that the police officer was not obligated to follow orders 

47 from an officer from another department. 

Failure to follow a valid dress code may be grounds for disciplinary 

action. 

-- A ten-day suspension given to a National Park Service officer in 
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Washington, D.C., for refusing to follow an order to wear only a "soft 

hat" while policing an Iranian demonstration, was upheld. The 

arbitrator ruled that the employer had provided safe working conditions 

and that grievant's concern for his safety "was unwarranted and did 

not justify his refusal to follow a direct order."48 

Failure to Follow Grooming Code 

A mere allegation of a legitimate state interest advanced 

by a hair grooming regulation applicable to corrections officers is 

insufficient to justify such a regulation. 49 The employer must show 

that a substantial and legitimate interest is advanced by the grooming 

code. Such a code must be uniformly enforced. 

Ex~.1?.!~~ 

-- An arbitrator had held that since a controversy existed between 

City and Union as to the propriety of the grooming code, it was unfair 

to SiT.1g1e out one officer for test case purposes. Therefore, City was 

not justified in disciplining a police officer who failed to meet the 

. d 50 grooml.ng co es. 

-- Ke.!.!y vs. JOEE~2E' 425 US 238 (1976) (liberty guarantee of 

Fourteenth Amendment does not prohibit grooming regulations where there 

is a rational relationship to promotion of safety of persons and property). 

-- ScE2.:!:E vs. !'~EE2ff, 515 :b'2d 344 (4th Cir. 1975) ("extreme" 

hairstyle requirement held unconstitutional). 

Failure to Follow Operational Procedures 

Failure to follow the employer's operational procedures and work 
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rules constitutes a well-recognized ground for discipline. The rule 

or procedure, of course, must have been issued to the affected employees. 

Thus, where a department head claimed he had a "stand.'. lp, policy" but no 

general order had been issued and the employees understood from past 

practice that they could exercise their discretion, the arbitrator set 

aside the employer's suspension for the violation of the alleged "standing 

policy. ,,51 

-- A county jail guard, who was discharged for violating a departmental 

procedure regarding the recording of a prisoner's money, had failed to 

produce acceptable conduct during his probationary period, and his 

52 discharge was upheld. 

-- However, where a jailer was discharged for violating a departmental 

rule which forbade a recommendation to an inmate of a specific bondsman, 

an arbitrator held that discharge was too severe since the jailer had only 

two reprimands and several letters of commendations from citizens in his 

file. 53 The arbitrator ordered a three months suspension with loss of pay. 

-- In another case, an arbitrator reduced the punishment given a 

prison guard, for violating rules by taking keys into a cell with him, 

from termination to a mont~'s suspension without pay. The arbitrator 

considered the employee's record and the lack of a schedule of punishment 

for offenses in reducing the sanction imposed. 54 

Another arbitrator held that the employer ui0lated the agreement 

when it suspended a correctional officer for five days for not reporting 

the escape of a prisoner who had been taken to a hospital. The 
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punishment was held excessive under the circumstances. The grievant 

was engrossed in checking cash balance when the information was received; 

the police kne,v of the escape before the grievant learned of it; and the 

55 grievant's action had nothing to do with the actual escape. 

-- One arbitrator reduced a l4-day suspension to two days. The 

arbitrator found that the provisions of hospital employee rules indicate 

that the grievant should have reported his contact with the ex-wife of 

an inmate to the management of the institution. Despite this failure to 

report, the arbitrator found the penalty to be too severe, in light of 

the fact that there was no evidence of misconduct on the part of the 

grievant and the grievant had maintained an excellent record. 56 

An employer was held to have justifiably terminated a corrections 

officer for violating security regulations by keeping weapons and ammun.ition 

in his car, parked on the prison lot. 57 

Falsification of Employment Application 

Falsification of an employment application is a valid ground for 

disciplinaryaction. 58 Discharge has been expressly sanctioned for a 

correctional institution employee's falsification of his employment 

application as to education and prior employment. 59 The dispute in this 

10 

area oftentimes centers on whether there was an intentional misrepresentation. 

It has been held that a police officer was improperly dismissed for 

perjury when the police officer stated on his job application that he 

had never used narcotics or marijuana. The police officer admitted to 
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having three puffs on a marijuana cigarette on one occasion. However, 

there is a dispute as to the meaning of "use" on the application. Since 

the meaning is ambiguous and the police officer felt that he had truth-

fully answered the question on the application, discharge was held to be 
. 60 
~mproper. 

Falsification of Work Records 

Falsification of work records is a longstanding basis for discipline. 61 

-- An arbitrator held that the discharge of an officer for abuse 

of patrol cars and a misstatement concerning the speed of the control 

car was too severe. Since the police officer had admitted to the mis-

statement of the speed of the vehicle on his report of the incident, and, 

since the police officer has a duty to be as accurate and as truthful as 

possible in filing reports, a one month suspension without pay was held 

to be the proper disciplinary action. 62 

-- BeEE~tt vs. PrlE~, 446 P2d 419 (Colo 1968) (unauthorized removal 

of personnel records from office -- discharge upheld). 

Incompetence 

Incompetenc~ must be shown by an employee's unwillingness or in-

ability to perform to specified standards. The employer must be able to 

show that the desired standards were clearly announced to the involved 

employees. In this light, incompetence is a well-recognized ground for 

disciplinary action. 63 

-- F.!1-2EE vs. St2.!:~_~~E2EEE~1-_~E2E~' 130 Cal. Rptr. 292 (Ct. App. 

1976) ( poor work performance). 
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-- Bodenschatz vs. State Personnel Board, 93 Cal. Rptr. 471 (Ct. App. ----------- ---------------------
1971) (poor work performance). 

Insubordination 

Insubordination is one of the best recognized grounds for disciplinary 

action. Insubordination can take many forms besides verbal assault. 

64 Threats toward supervisors generally will support dismissal but the 

degree of severity of other kinds of insubordination must be carefully 

'd d 65 consJ. ere • 

An arbitrator found that the employer was justified in its five day 

suspension of an employee who grabbed his supervisor by the neck of the 

shirt and forced him to h~d back on the desk in the office where an argu-

66 ment had erupted over a new form found on the bulletin board. 

-- !anE_J..~~~ vs. Ci.!:.Y_~E_'§_.9~Ent.Y_~!_'§~~EE~E_EJ..~E~' 541 F2d 841 

(9th Cir. 1976) (disparaging remarks directed toward a supervisor). 

-- !.YE~E~ vs. ~~~J..E~_f~~J...!:.!:ee~ 212 SE2d 456 (Ga. Ct. App. 1975) 

(public criticism of supervisors). 

-- t~ZEJ.. vs. Gi~Eru~~~, 379 F. Supp. 353 (E.n. La. 1974) (upheld 

discharge for public remarks beyond responsible criticism). 

-- St~.E~E-2 vs. De.E~E.!:meE-.!:_~!_.§ta.!:~_~~~J..E~, 532 P2d 788 (Ore. 1975) 

(insubordination must be founded upon a lawful order). 

Negligence 

Negligence has been widely recognized as a valid ground for 

i l ' i 67 ArbJ.'trato~s, however, require a very strong showing disc p J.nary act on. 4 
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that the employer's conduct, or lack of action, actually caused the 

undesired event to occur. Such cases often involve the escape or mis-

taken release of prisoners. 

One arbitrator found that two youth officers were not at fault 

for the escape of one of their charges ~Y'hi1e escorting them from the 

dining hall. In light of this fact, and the fact that the youth officers 

had exemplary records and had not been in violation of the agency's rules 

at the time of the escape, the arbitrator concluded that a three-day sus

pension 'Y'as not justified. He, thet'efore, ordered that the grievants be 

reimbursed for three days' lost pay and that all references to the 

68 suspension be removed from their personnel files. 

-- Another arbitrator found that the 15-day suspension of a prison 

tower guard following the escape of two prisoners was not for just cause. 

The arbitrator concluded that .. in light of the failture to provide 

adequate training facilities, the problematic nature of the equipment, 

and the lack of probative evidence concerning the second escape, there 

69 is no choice but to sustain the grievance." 

-- A Sheriff's Department, which fired a dispatcher for lax 

security after allowing a prisoner to threaten him and escape, was 

ordered by an arbitrator to reduce the dismissal to a suspension. The 

arbitrator cited the dispatcher's otherwise good work record, his injury 

sustained a year earlier in thwarting an escape and uneven enforcement of 

70 the jail's security rules as warranting the lesser penalty. 

-- One arbitrator held that a 5-day suspension imposed upon a deputy 
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sheriff, who mistakenly released an inmate whose case had been dismissed. on 

one charge but still faced a felony charge requiring the posting of a 

ten thousand dollar bond, was excessive. He relied upon the principle 

of progressive discipline and the past discipline imposed by the departlTlent 

for the mistaken release of prisoners. 7l 

Off-Duty Conduct 

The general test of whether an employer may take disciplinary action 

based upon off duty conduct is twofold. First, there must be a nexus 

between the conduct and the officer's fitness to perform. Second, there 

must hie a clear regulation, and an act so patently improper that the 

employee knew, or should have known, that his conduct could result in dis

ciplin1:lry action. 72 While some courts have held "cot\duct unbecoming" 

regulations to be unconstitutionally vague,73 other courts look to the 

specific conduct and whether an employee could have reasonable doubt as 

to the propriety of his conduct. 74 Arbitrators likewise consider whether 

the off-duty conduct bears on the employee's ability to perform his 

d . 75 
ut~es. 

One's political affiliation or political activities may also arise 

f 1 t · 76 as a basis or emp oyer ac ~on. For instance, the ~mployer may wish 

to require a leave of absence during a political campaign77 or resig-

78 nation from one of the two positions if conflicts arise. On the other 

hand, non-policymaking employees in a sheriff's department could not be 

terminated solely because they were not members of the Sheriff's political 

79 party. 
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Part-time Employment 

Anti-"moonlighting" provisions may fail if they try to regulate 

employees'conduct during non-work hours in secondary occupations which 

present no conflict with primary employment. 80 Courts have upheld anti

moonlighting provisions, however, where they are not vague or overboard. 8l 

But in the absence of a clear statutory definition, courts may differ 

on precisely which outside occupations may be prohibited. 

One court has held that no disciplinary action was appropriate 

for a prison guard's part-time employment at a race track. 82 

Physical or Mental Disability 

Employer action stemming from an employee's physical or mental dis-

ability is often challenged as improper discipline. Ideally, incapacity 

from physical or mental impairment should be treated apart from the 

disciplinary process and focus on the objective medical and physical 

evidence. Treating health problems through the disciplinary process often 

requires the employer to show "just cause" for its conduct. 

-- One arbitrator held that an officer suffering from intense personal 

problems, who had attempted suicide and wielded his gun in a reckless manner, 

was improperly discharged. The contract and past practice of th~. parties 

allowed the employer to grant an unpaid leave of absence for employees 

suffering from physical or mental illness. He ruled that the officer 

would not be returned to v70rk until such time as a neutral physician 

73 
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certified his ability to return and that upon his return, the officer 

83 was to receive no back pay but full seniority status. 

In another case, a deputy sheriff was improperly suspended for 

failing to maintain the proper weight level. The county failed to show 

that thare is 

attributed to 

any unsatisfactory job performance that could be directly 

the grievant's weight. 84 

-- Employer. action in this area must not conflict with those 

statutes prohibiting discrimination due to age, height, weight, handicap, 

etc. At a minimum, the employer must show that the standard bears a 

85 rational relationship to a legitimate state interest. Additionally, 

86 arbitrators may set aside employer action if it is deemed unreasonable. 

Possession or Use of Intoxicants or Drugs 

Possession or use of intoxicants or drugs generally supports the 

severest discipline. 87 Problems can arise if the discipline is not 

based on an employer rule but is dependent upon an actual criminal con

viction. EmploYlars also may encounter problems of proof if they discipline 

for the alleged use of controlled substances while off duty and off the 

employers' premises. 

EX§'!p-pJes 

-- A prison rule requiring the dismissal of an employee for conduct 

involving intoxicants that results in a criminal conviction could not 

88 justify the discharge of the correcticlnal officer before such conviction. 

While the discharge of an officer is justified where he admits to 
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possessing narcotics,89 a county's discharge of a deputy sheriff for 

allegedly smoking a marijuana cigarette at a private party was improper 

because the offense was not proved. The officer's failure to immediately 

protest when confronted with the charges does not constitute "proof" that, 

b i ' 90 in fact, the su stance was mar Juana. 

-- The discharge of a city jail cook who sold marijuana to prisoners 

Wq,S upheld even though the employer's entire case was based upon hearsay 

repetition of the statements of prisoners who were not produced at the 

hearing or subject to cross-examination. The marijuana in question had 

been flushed down the tOilet, no marked money had been used in the in

vestigation and the initial finding of the marijuana had not been reported 

through the proper channels. The arbitrator relied on the credible 

91 testimony of a police lieutenant. 

-- ~EF~~ vs. ~~P~~~~-E!_REJ~E~, 339 So. 2d 528 (La. Ct. App. 1976) 

(dismissal for possession/use of marijuana). 

-- Y§~Q~E~~l vs. ~E1E§BE_REJ1E~_~E§EE, 340 NE2d 28 (Ill. App. Ct. 

1975) (failure to report sales of marijuana). 

-- REl?~ vs. ~§E~.2~~Ell~1_Sh~E~!!~~_~!g2.2§E~ 301 NW2d 386 

(Ind. Ct. App. 1973) (off duty drunk driving suspension and demotion ). 

-- ~§E1:~1:~_~.2EEll.sE 'IS, M§.!!l~..! 12 Cumbo 53 (Pa. C.C.P. 1961) (off 

duty drinking and accident). 

Refusal to Accept Work Assignments 

One historic tenet of labor relations is that an employee must 

"work now and grieve later," Thus, the refusal to accept 'work assign

ments has generally supported summary discipline,92 The lone exception 

75 
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in this area are those cases itl. which the assignment would cause actual 

(not perceived) 'larlger to healt:h or safety. The employee bears full 

responsibility for his actions" 

EX~!!!E1e 

An arbitrator found that 1i:he state did not have just cause for imposing . 

a $175 fine on a correction officer as a disciplinary penalty for allegedly 

refusing to obey orders to giv1la medication to an inmate since the state 

. . i 93 failed to bring forth sufficiellt evidence to support ~ts pos~t on. 

Refusal to Testify at an Admilllistrati'ITe Hearing 

An employee may be requil:~ed to answer questions in and/or testify 

in an administrative proceeding. 

Exa!!!E1e~ 

-- A refusal to testify ilnay be considered along with arrest for 

94 violations of the Uniform Firlearms Act in discharging a prison guard. 

-- False or evasive answ1ers in an official investigation have 

been held sufficient to justify discnarge. 95 

Refusal to ~.;rork Overtime 

"Mandatory overtime" often arises in the context of a refusal to 

follow an order to report fo~: or remain on duty. Refusal to work over

time is a, recognized ground j!'or disciplinary action. 96 

-- One arbitrator held 1::hat a 10-day suspension aSElessed against 
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a corrections sergeant, who violated a work rule, "refusal to follow job 

instructions", When he refused to work overtime after being ordered to 

do so and also violated a rule against threatening a supervisor, when 

he stated that he would kill the supervisor if he lost his job, was proper. 

The ordering of overtime was an established practice and the union failed 

to sho~ any evidence that the penalty assessed was arbitrary or excessive. 

The Union failed to proviue evidence as to penalties imposed for other 

or similar offenses by which the arbitrator could make a comparison. 97 

-- Another arbitrator upheld a three-day suspension ot' a prison 

guard who disobeyed a direct order not to leave his post at the facility 

at the end of the shift, since the next shift's guards were not going to 

take their posts in protest over not having been paid. Even if grievant 

had already punched out, as the union contended, he was still subject to 

the orders of his superiol officer. 98 

Release of Confidential Information 

While public employees have a First Amendment right to speak ou1~, 

they do not have a right to convert confidentifl1 department informadon 

to personal use. The problems arising in this area have prompted SO~le 

states to consider legislation to protect "whistle blowers", 

-- One arbitrator held that the dismissal of a police sergeant 

was proper, since the police sergeant made an arrest record available 

to a local newspaper. AJothough a police officer may express his vie~s 

publicly, he may not use confidential information which he has obtain~~d 
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during the course of his employment to support his public views. 99 

Sleeping on Duty 

Sleeping on duty has generally supported disciplinary action and, 

depending on the type of duty assigned, may support the severest levels 

f d ' '1' t ' 100 F' f IIi 1 h o ~sc~p ~nary ac ~on. or ~nstance, a ng as eep wile on guard 

duty warrants the dismissal of the offending employee even if such action 

101 \Y'as not prescribed by express rule or regulation. 

-- The employer must be able to sustain its burden. of proof that 

the correctional officer was actually asleep. In one case, the sergeant 

observed officers in what the sergeant described as different postures of 

sleep. However, the grievant testified that they were writing reports or 

drinking coffee but not asleep. The discipline was rescinded. l02 

-- A similar case involved a correctional officer who was suspended 

for three days for allegedly sleeping on. the job. The grievant claimed 

he was meditating. The penalty was reduced to a reprimand, since the 

employer presented no direct evidence to corroborate the assertion that 

the grievant was snoring and meditation does interfere somewhat with 

complete attention to duty.l03 

-- A five-day suspension was found too stringent for an employee's first 

offense, which consisted of erecting a makeshift warning device to prevent 

unannounced entries. The arbitrator faulted the grievant for poor judge-

ment and unprofessional conduct in rigging up the warning device, but the 

grievant generally performed the job satisfactorily, did not breach 
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security, spent minim~l time erecting the device and caused no damage to 

104 property. 

Union Activities 

Claims of discriminatory employer conduct based on an employee's union 

activities are generally processed under the applicable Executive Order 

or state statute. However, they do arise from time to time under 

collective bargaining agreements. Improper union activities may support 

105 disciplinary action. 

A union president's 4-day suspension was set aside 'tY'here he publicized 

a letter which was critical of the police uepartment administration. The 

univn president was not required to obtain clearance from his superior 

officer before publishing such a letter because he was not acting as a 

volice officer, but as a spokesperson for the union. l06 

-- bEntin~ vs. Y~E_Clea2~ 483 F2d 966 (10th Cir. 1973) (the right 

to join a union is protected by the First Amendment). 

-- VOEE~E~ vs. McNeal, 429 US 874 (1976) ( there is no constitutional 

right to engage in collective bargaining.) 

This concludes the discipline section of this chapter but there are 

several other major areas of grievances and these are discussed below. 

SENIORITY 

Seniority rights are not inherent in the employment relationship but 

are created by statute, employment practice or the collective bargaining 
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agreement. In absence of a defi,nitior. of the term in the collective bargaining 

agreement, seniority is the length of service with an employer counting 

for preference in job retention, advancement and for other purposes. The 

collective bargaining agreement usually defines the method by which 

seniority is to be calculated. Disputes over seniority usually center on 

some other provision of the contract ~S~ promotion, layoff, entitlement 

to fringe benefits based upon accrued service, etc. Disputes, however, 

can arise over seniority per se. For instance, the manner in which 

, lId' 107 i h i it li t 108 seniority ~s ca cu ate or errors n t e sen or y s. 

Seniority rights do not protect the employee in relation to the 

job itself but rather in relation to the rights of other employees in the 

seniority group. Seniority units are defined by the collective agreement 

and may include employer-wide, departmental, occupational group or 

bargaining unit seniority. If a seniority unit isn't clearly specified, 

109 arbitrators generally assume that employer-wide seniority was intended. 

Whether an employee continues to accrue seniority during interruptions in 

employment will b~ controlled by the coller.tive bargainir.g agreement. 

However, the law governing the reemployment rights of veterans mandates 

the continued accrual of seniority during military leave. 

PROMOTIONS 

Promotion generally means movement to a higher paying or more 

desirable job, generally on a permanent basis. Promotion is generally a 

management prerogative. lID This right is frequently qualified by pro

visio~~ in the collective bargaining agreement requirin~ the posting of 
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of the position and the determination on the basis of seniority and/or 

abilicy. Federal al'l.d state anti-discrimination statutes forbid discrimi

nation on the basis of race, color, religion, sex or national origin in 

the selection of employees for promotion. Similarly, federal and state 

labor regulations forbid discrimination in promotion on the basis of union 

activity. 

Grievances may center on which positions must be posted. For 

instance, one arbitrator found that the Bureau had appointed a new employee 

who had "known promotion potential" to a GS-ll position in violation of 

the merit promotion plan. Consequently, the arbitrator ordered the new 

employee terminated and the Bureau to issue a vacancy announcement and 

follow appropriate provisions of the merit plan if the position was to be 

filled. 111 Unless the contract or practice dictates otherwise the employer 

112 can determine which information will be posted. Once a notice is 

posted, the posting must be made available to all potential bidders by 

113 shift and/or department. 

The criteria for promotion (~..!.S. seniority, ability, experience, 

etc.) are normally set forth in the contract. Since the criteria are 

usually not given precise weights, disputes often arise in Legard to 

whether the employer improperly weighted the criteria to favor one 

applicant. For instance, one arbitrator ruled that the grievant must 

be given a second chance to be considered for pcomotion because his 

supervisor made misleading comments about the grievant's health and 

longevity on the "qualifications analysis" for:m used by the promotion 

board. Noting that the grievant and the two s~ccessful candidates for 
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two supervisory vacancies each received the highest marks on each of the 

33 criteria noted, except for the "misleading cOlIlIllents" on the grievant's 

form, the arbitrator concluded that it was ureasonably probable" the 

comments "caused the grievant to be improperly ranked." Conseqnently, 

the arbitrator ordered the promotion machiner.y to be set in motion again 

114 to reconsider the grievant's application. 

In an.other case, cln arbitrator found that an official of the Danbury, 

Connecticut Federal Correctional Institution violated the merit promotion 

plan in the national agreement between the American Federation of Government 

Employees and the Depal:tment of Justice' 13 Bureau of Prisons when he 

discussed the qualifications of some o~ the Danbury employees who had 

applied for vacancies during a telephone conversation with a member of 

the agency's promotion board at headquarters in Washington. However, 

the breach was unintentional and not made with malice. Consequently, the 

arbitrator concluded that the Danbury applicants were not entitled to 

preferential consideration for future vacancies nor was the official to 

115 be disciplined for his mistake as requested by the union. 

Generally, arbitrators will be prepared to assume that management 

was acting in good faith and are unwilling to set aside management's 

action based upon mere 13uspicions of impropriety. In one case, the 

union's belief that a j 1,mior employee was selected over an l8-year 

veteran for a foreman's position, because of "pull" developed with prison 

officials during his prior employment, failed to cross the line from 

conjecture into hard facts, the arbitrator concluded. Consequently, 

116 the arbitrator rejected the union's grievance. Similarly, management 
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may be given latitude where it can show special considerations. For 

instance, a female employee turned down for a supervisory job failed 

to convince the arbitrator that she was discriminated against or that 

her application was not "accepted and processedu as called for by the 

agreement and Bureau of Prison regulations. The arbitrator found that 

the decision of the prison warden that only a man would have the required 

"mobility" around the prison that the job required was a reasonable one 

permitted by Bureau and Civil Service regulations, which, although putting 

great emphasis on equal opportunity for women, did permit exceptions in 

"unusual circumstances".117 

LAYOFFS 

The meaning of the term "layoff" is frequently the subject of grievances. 

"Layoff" has been broadly interpI:eted by arbitrators to include any 

suspension of work caused by a reduction in the work force. Absent con-

118 tractual restriction, the employer retains the right to layoff. 

The contract, however, usually does restrict the employer. Layoff pro-

cedures can be grouped into three categories--(l) layoffs based on seniority 

alone; (2) layoffs based on seniority, provided the senior employees can 

do the available work; and, (3) if ability or other factors are equal~ 

seniority governs. Often, union stewards/representatives are accorded 

superseniority for layoff purposes as are key employees which management 

is permitted to select. Some contracts prov'ide for advance notice of 

layoffs to the employees involved and/or payment of a separation allowance. 

Union contracts often permit employees scheduled for layoff to 
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displace or "bump" less senior employees. 119 The right is often subject 

to a number of limitations including the requirement that the senior 

employee be able to handle the new job satisfactorily. 

PAID TIME OFF (HOLIDAYS, VACATIONS, SICK LEAVE) 

Paid time off has always been a fruitful source of grievance activity. 

Disputes typically center on the employee's eligibility for the benefit. 

For instance, with respect to holidays, disputes may arise as to whether 

an employee worked the day before and after the holiday, when so required 

to earn holiday pay under the contract. 120 Disputes may also arise 

iO 

with respect to the entitlement of employees who were off work on layoff,12l 

vacation,122 or sick leave. 123 Likewise with respect to vacation pay, 

disputes often center on the employee's eligibility.124 They also center 

on vacation scheduling disputes. 125 Sick leave pay disputes usually 

concern the eligibility of the employee i. e. whether the employee actually 

met the contractual criteria. Typically these disputes often are tied to 

the question of whether the employer can require a doctor's statement.126 

WORKING HOURS 

Normally collective bargaining agr.eements have provisions covering 

the scheduling of work. For example, the agreement may establish or in 

some respect regulate shifts,127 expressly establish the workweek,128 

expressly provide that scheduling is an exclusive function of management,129 

or in some way limit the employer's right to schedule work. 130 

In the absence of any such restrictions in the agreement, arbitrators 

have frequently recognized the unfettered right of management to schedule 
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Where there is no specific contract provision regarding the right 

of management to reduce the workweek in lieu of making layoffs, arbitrators 

are split as to the proper result. Some arbitrators permit a reduction 

in the workweek in the absew::e of any restrictive contract language. 

Other arbitr.ators have required employers to apply the layoff provisions 

of the contract in deciding which employees are to receive reduced workweeks. 132 

Moreover, some arbitrators have not permitted a reduced workweek in lieu 

of layoffs. 133 

Arbitrators generally allow management a great deal of flexibility 

in making unscheduled changes in the work schedule if these changes were 

made in good faith and for good cause. 134 

Collective bargaining agreements sometimes state that an employee 

has an option to work overtime and that he may ask to be excused from it. 135 

Where an agreement is silent on the subject, most arbitrators have concluded 

that management has the right to demand overtime work from employees. 136 

However, it is common for arbitrators to permit employers to require 

overtime work only if it is of reasonable duration and consistent with 

employee health, safety and endurance. 137 Arbitrators also commonly 

require that management must be willing to accept reasonable excuses 

made by the employee. l38 

WAGES 

In addition to the salary or hourly wage rate, the collective 

bargaining agreement may provide numerous forms of remuneration generally 

categorized as "wages." These may include overtime and premium pay 
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provisions (~~~~ weekend work), shift premiums, report-in pay and 

call-in pay. Dispute~) in these areas normally center on an individual 

employee's eligibility for the payment. 

WORKING CONDITIONS 

Working conditions have been a fertile source of employee grievances. 

IV 

An initial question that must be addressed is whether the collective bar

gaining agreement has in some way (~~ through a "maintenance of standards" 

clause) frozen working conditions or whether management has retained the 

right to change working conditions as conditions warrant. If working 

conditions have been "frozen", even minor changes may constitute a 

violation of the contract. Sometimes the contract provides that minimum 

health or safety standards will be maintained. Arbitrators may rely upon 

such provisions to order an improvement in working conditions. In some 

cases management expressly excludes safety issues from the grievance process 

through the collective bargaining ag~eement. 

~xamp.1es 

One arbitrator ordered a county sheriff to put paper towels in the 

washrooms of the county jail, to install toilet paper containers and to 

insure that they were filled regularly, to have the plumbing repaired where 

needed, to have locks installed on the door to each stall and to provide 

a locker for each employee in ~he bargaining unit. The arbitrator found 

his authority for this award in the agreement which contained a provision 

guaranteeing that the employer. was to maintain "a minimum standard of per

sonal safety." 139 
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Another arbitrator found that the employer acted improperly in 

attempting to change a 15 year practice in regard to calling in relief 

engineers without first consulting the union. 140 

In another case, the union argued that the removal of refrigerators 

from the guard towers during the course of remodeling was a violation of 

binding past practice. The arbitrator found no contr~ct violation, since 

the installation of refrigerators in the rernode1ed towers was structurally 

impractical, and the changes which included air conditioning and better 

plumbing produced a more "wholesome and liveable" environment even when 

the loss of the refrigerators was considered.141 

One arbitrator found that a warden had the right to install a "speed 

bump" to slow do~m traffic in the prison yard without notifying the union. 142 

Another arbitrator held that the warden of a prison violated the 

agreement which provided that the employer would provide bulletin board 

space for "reasonable tasteful dissent" which cCJu1d be posted without 

prior employer approval when the employer ordered a union commentary 

removed from the bulletin boards. The arbitrator, however, found this 

commentary to be in poor taste and thus did not grant the award sought 

by the union, i.e., reposting of the commentary.143 

Finally, an arbitrator found the employer in procedural error for 

not consulting the union prior to removal of nightsticks from the segre

gation area to the control center and armory tower since the locations of 

the nightsticks in the segregation area were consistent with a past 

practice. 144 
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MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 

Most collective bargaining statutes and/or regulations pro\Tide that 

the employer may not make unilateral changes in mandatory subjects of 

negotiation unless there has been a clear waiver of the labor organization's 

right to bargain. Thus, management would not be free under such a 

statute and/or regulation to act as it desires simply because the 

collective bargaining agreement does not expressly forbid it. On the 

other hand, unless the contract incorporates the operatiVe provisions 

of the statute and/or regulation, the arbitrator will genera.lly be concerned 

only with the interpretation and a.pplication of the collective bargaining 

agreement. In this context, the arbitrator will be concerned with the 

scope of the management rights clause and the express and/or implied 

limitation~ set forth in the collective bargaining agreement. 

An arbitrator found that a corrections agency violated its contract 

with the union restricting out-o£-classification assignments by aSSigning 

professional employees of the remedial program to participate in daily 

mid-day count of inmates, which is part of the non-professional custodial 

duties at the prison. mlile the contract clause recognizes that deviations 

may be necessary at times, the employer must keep assignments not 

commensurate with the job descriptions at a minimum. In this case, pro-

fessional employees were assigned to work outside their classification 

145 for up to two and a half years. 

In another case the arbitrator denied a grievance of a maintenance 

employee whose shift was changed from 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. because 
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prisoners assigned to him in non-secure areas could not work before day-

light hours. The arbitrator reasoned that management could make such a 

chang~ since it had the total perogative to operate its facilities unless 

146 it was limited in some way by specific language of the contract. 

Another arbitrator denied grievances over the assignment of super-

visors to do bargaining unit work since contract did not prohibit a temp-

orary aSAignment to cover employees on extended sick leave. 147 

One arbitrator found that the employer violated Hat least the spirit" 

of the consult and confer clause in its agreement by not conferring soon 

enough with a clerk before changing her job description. However, the 

violation was not serious enough to warrant an award for the grievant, who 

the arbitrator found was partially responsible for the dispute'. 148 

LEAVES OF ABSENCE 

The collective bargaining agreement may provide for various paid 

(~Z~ sick leave) and unpaid (~~Z~ union or personal) leaves of absence. 

Disputes in this area typically center on whether the employee is entitled 

to such leave. Contracts normally impose restrictions on paid leaves, 

~z· a requirement of a physician's written statement for absences in 

149 
excess of three work days. Similarly, longer-term unpaid ~-~ves of 

absence commonly require advance written notice and written approval. 

Generally, unless the contract provides otherwise, it is within management's 

perogative whether a leave will be granted and the duration of such leave. 150 
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UNION RIGHTS 

In addition to those union rights secured under the applicable 

statute and/or regulation, the union typically enjoys other rights 

secured by, and enforceable under, the collective bargaining agreement. 
151 

These may in.vo1ve the union's right to information, union activities, 

the right to post notices and, of course, the right to investigate and 

process grievances. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

GRIEVANCE RESOLUTION 

GRIEVANCE INVESTIGATION 

The quality of the employer's grievance investigation will dictate 

the quality of its presentation at any arbitration proceeding, but even 

more importantly, and perhaps often over1ooked r is the importance the 

investigation has with respect to the potential settlement talks on any 

particular grievance. If the employer is relying on a maximum of 

argument and a minimum of facts, the employer's position with respect 

to settling any particular grievance will not be as strong as it could 

or should be. If the employer's investigation of the grievance has not 

been conducted properly, then no' matter how well the employer and the 

employer's representatives pursue each succeeding step of the grievance 

procedure, the employer's position is not being properly presented. 

Grievance Processing 

A form to assist the corrections administrator in investigating 

grievances is to be found in Attachment A. 

The Hritten Statement of the Grievance 

at a minimum management should elicit from the union information 

such as: the name(s) of the emp1oyee(s) involved, facts giving rise to 

the grievance, identity of the contractual provision(s) alleged to be 
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violated, contention(s) of the grievant/union with respect to the 

involved contractual provisions, and ~elief requested. 
grievant to add to, or embellish upon, the allegations set forth in 

These points assist management in analyzing the grievance. These 
the grievance. For this reason it is important that the grievant be 

points also "lock in" the grievant/union so additional claims cannot be 
required to take a position. If the employee can cite a specific policy, 

posed at a later time. Arbitrators generally abide by the principle that 
rule, or contract provision that has been violated, further investigation 

a grievance may not be "amended" at the hearing. This is so because: 
will be necessary. If, on the other hand, the grievant cannot be specific 

· The amendment is usually untimely if it is treated as a new and instead spouts generalities, chances are the employee is "griping". 

grievance. If there appears to be E9 basis for a formal grievance, this should be 

· The employer has not been given previous notice of the new explained to the employee. Even in these instances, however, the complaint 

claim and, therefore, may not be required to pruceed to defend may be something that should be moved in on in order to head off future 

the new allegations. grievances. 

· The collective bargaining agreement generally provides that 
Elicit the Grievant's Version of the Facts 

the only kind of "grievance" which may be presented to an 

arbitrator is th~_ZE~y~nc~ which has been processed through It is important to determine exactly what facts are in dispute. Once 

the earlier procedures. it i.s determined which facts are not in dispute, the parties can zero in 

For these reasons, Arbitrators are not likely to allow a union to 
on the troublesome areas. During this time the grievant should not be 

add to the claimed violations of the contract. 
interrupted. He or she should be allowed to speak their minrl. Supervisors 

should maintain control of their temper, par.ticularly if the grievance 

Require the Grievant to Take a Position 
seems aimed at them. At this stage do not make a snap judgement or 

decision. This is the first step in a series of steps to resolve the 

Generalized claims, e.g. "violation of contract","unfair treatment", 
grievance and is not the time to make a decision. More information is 

"denial of proper benefits", do not promptly put the employer on notice needed. 

as to exactly how the contract is alleged to have been violated. Additionally, 
Narrow the Facts in Dispute 

besides not allowing the employer the opportunity to properly investigate 

the grievance, these kinds of broad allegations leave ample room for the Once the parties are in agreement that certain facts are not an 

issue, they can set them aside and then focus on those areas that are 

truly in dispute. 
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Elicit the Grievant's Contentions 

A clear statement of what the grievant contends will help management 

investigate the grievance and help focus management's attention on the 

particular points in dispute. 

Narrow the Contentions in Dispute 

Once the partles determine that certain contentions are beyond the 

scope of the collective bargaining agreement or not timely, etc., the 

parties can narrow the contentions in dispute. As noted above, this helps 

focus management's attention on the problem areas. In addition, it keeps 

the grievant/union from presenting contradictory and/or additional conten-

tions at the arbitration hearing. 

Assemble the Facts and Determine the Applicable Rule 

Once the asserted facts have been narrowed as much as possible, and 

the grievant's contentions have been narrowed as much as possible, 

management then must undertake an investigation of the underlying facts. 

This fact-gathering is the most important element at the early steps of 

the grievance procedure. If management waits until a subsequent time to 

investigate the grievance, it is very possible that relevant physical 

evicence will be missing, memories will have faded and records and other 

o 

documentation will have been misplaced or destroyed. To properly investigate 

a grievance, management should be able to answer who is involved; what 

happened; where it occurred; when it occurred; why it happened; and how it 

happened. 
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When addressing questions to the grievant and/or the union repre-

sentative try to avoid questions which can be answered with a yes or no. 

Instead ask questions that will enc/;lurage the respondent to present a 

full set of facts. For example qUE;lstions such as these are often use-

ful: "Will you please give me the most important facts surrounding this 

matter?", "How does that section of the agreement apply in this case?", 

and "Is there anything else that I should know about this before we close 

this discussion?". Once the facts have been gathered, management must 

determine the applicable "rule". This will be based upon the parties' 

collective bargaining agreement, other matters incorporated into the 

bargaining agreement, agency rulings and/or guidelines, etc. In the 

event of dispute with respect to the interpretation or application of 

a particular provision, an arbitrator -- and in the first instance, the 

parties -- must apply standard rules of construction. We will discuss 
I 

those in more detail below. 

The Employer Must Analyze Management's Position 
Under the Facts As Known By Management And Under 
The Applicable Rule As Determined And Interpreted 
By Management 

This determination must then be measured in terms of consistency in 

similar cases, and basic fairness. 

Present Management's Position 

Management's position, based on the investigation and the determination 

and interpretation of the applicable rule, should be presented in a clear 
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and convincing matter. Reliance on the facts, not argument, is the key 

to success here. 

Preserving Management's Position 

In the course of most grievance procedures, procedural "defenses" 

will arise from time to time. While it may appear that reliance on such 

defenses is over-technical and does not resolve the underlying problem, 

management has' as much right to e~pect that the provisions of the grievance 

procedure will be followed as any other provision of the collective 

bargaining agreeme.nt. Management may, of course, always voluntarily 

waive procedural defects for the purpose of having a particular matter 

he~rd and resolved. It is not unwise, however, to insist that the grievant/ 

union abide by the provisions of the collective bargaining agreement. This 

insistence is no more overly technical than the union's claim that some 

other. provision of the contract has been violated. 

. Timely Objection to Procedural Irregularities 

If the grievance procedure requires that a grievance provide 

certain basic information, or be presented initially to a particular super-

visor or member of mid-management, the employer may object to the improper 

procedure used by a union in processing a grievance. 

. Timely Objection to Untimely Grievance 

Many times a grievance is filed beyond the stated time limits found 

in the collective bargaining agreement. If the employer does not challenge 
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the "arbitrability" of the grievance based upon the untimely filing at 

the very first steps of the grievance procedure, an arbitrator is apt 

to hold that the employer has "waived" this procedural defense. For this 

reason, it is important that any challenge to the untimely filing of the 

grievance be raised at the very first steps of the grievance procedure. 

Naturally, the employer may voluntarily waive such defects if it so desires. 

• Timely Objection to Complaints Outside the Proper 
Scope of the Grievance Prccedure 

From time to time, a grievant/union will attempt to present to an 

arbitrator claims that a:re not foun.ded upon the proper jurisdiction of 

the arbitrator. While this defens.e is available at any time, in that 

a party's failure to raise such an argument does not serve to vest 

jurisdiction :Ln an arbitrator, the best course is for the employer to 

raise this ki.nd of an argument at the outset of the grievance procedure, 

e.g. the claim encompasses a portion of agency rules and regulations which 

are not subject to the collective bargaining agreement. 

GRIEVANCE SETTLEMENTS 

Settle Grievances at the Lowest Pos~lible Step 

It is of little value for management to make a mountain out of a 

molehill only to lose a grievance in the final stages of the procedure • 

If management determines that it has erred, immediate steps should be 

taken to remedy the contract violation. 
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Avoid; Grievance Settlements As Binding Precedents 

Unless the em,ployer wishes the settlement of the grievance to bind 

the parties in all future similar cases, care should be taken to insure 

that a particular grievance settlement is not a binding precedent in 

future cases. This can be accomplished by simply including in the settle-

ment of a p'=lrticular grievance, that the settlement is "without precedent 

or prejudice to the rights of either party". This language protects both 

parties from the other party asserting this settlement as a binding inter-

pretation of the contract. 

FINDING THE "RULE" _ •• THE STANDARDS FOR DECISION 

Clear Contract Language 

An important element of management's preparation is an analysis of the 

case in terms of the applicable rule. Management should analyze the case 

This using accepted principles which will be employed by an arbitrator. 

approach will help Inanagement determine how the case will be assessed by 

the arbitrator. Management can then determine what, if any, settlement 

offer should be made. The cornerstone of grievance analysis is the clear 

language of the contract itself. While the grievant/union may urge 

that the matter is controlled by "precedent" or practice, management 

should always keep in mind that if the matter is covered by clear con

tract language, the contract will control and a contrary practice will not 

serve to change the contractual provisions,J. 
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Contractually Adopted Regulations or Policies 

If no applicable rule can be ascertained from the clear contract 

language, then all matters that have been incorporated into the contract 

must be exam:l.ned. For instance, any work rules, safety rules, agency rules, 

etc., that have been incorporated or referenced into the contract have 

the same effect as a contract provision and therefore must be examined. 

Interpreting the Contract 

Once the applicable rule has been ascertained, the arbitrator will 

normally apply some standard rules of construction. The most prominent 

of these rules is that the contractual agreement must be construed as 

a whole, that is, the parties are not free to pick their "favorite" 

contract provisions. If there appears to be a conflict between two or 

more provisions, then the arbitrator must work to reconcile the provisions. 

The assumption is that knowledgeable parties would not have knowingly 

negotiated two provisions which are in conflict and that in some way, 

the parties intended that they be read in harmony and this, the arbitrator 

will attempt to do. A second prominent rule of construction is that 

specific contract language will prevail over general contract language. 

That is, a very broad statement of management prerogative is subject 

to a more specific statement dealing With, e.g., transfers. This specific 

statement which is more squarely in line with the particular situation 

will control. A third rule of construction often cited by arbitrators 

is simply that expressing one thing excludes another. In other words, 
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if the contract specifies certain types of conditions or behaviors, the 

fact that the contract so specifies one act or condition llecessari1y 

excludes some other act or condition. 

~x'trinsic Evidence: An Aid in Construing Ambiguous 
Contract Language 

Many times, the contractual provision or the matter that has been 

incorporated into the contract and which controls, is so ambiguous that 

the arbitrator is unable to determine the party's true intent. In 

these cases and in these cases only, an arbitrator is allowed to look 

at so-called extrinsic evidence to ascertain the party's intent by 

inserting the ambiguous provision in the contract. Extrinsic evidence 

may take many forms but the most common are past practice and bargaining 

history. 

Past Practice 

The classic definition of "past practice" was formulated by Arbitrator 

in which Arbitrator Justin indicated that 3 past practice must be un-

'0 

equivocal, clearly enunciated and acted upon, ascertainable over a reasonable 

period of time as a fixed and established practice accepted by both 

parties. A party asserting a past practice must meet a several-fold test. 

First, the party must show that the alleged practice is applicable. That 

is, if the underlying fact situations are different, the practice asserted 

is not applicable. 

The party asserting the practice must show that the practice is 
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cu.rrent. Keeping in mind that an arbitrator examines past practice to 

ascertain the parlies' intent under a current existing contract provision, 

the fact that someone did something eight or nine years ago mayor may 

not be relevant. What has to be seen is whether that practice, in fact, 

is a current practice. If it happened seven years ago but has not happened 

since, it is ,got relevant to the fact situation. 

The party asserting the past practice must show that the practice 

is uniform. If the parties act out their behavior in a certain way, 

one-half time a certain way and one-half time another way, the arbitrator 

is not able to ascertain a practice because in this case the parties' 

behavior is ambiguous. If on th th h d th 1 e 0 er an, e parties a ways act out 

their behavior in a certain way:! it is strong evidence of their intent 

and of what they intended a particular contract provision to mean. 

The party asserting the practice must show the frequency of the 

practice. In other words, if certain matters arise each day but the 

alleged "practice" il1ith respect to those matters takes place only once 

or twice a month there is no great frequency of the practice. If on the 

other hand, certain matters, e.g. breaking out snow removal equipment, occur 

only once or twice a year, then the fact that the behavior has occurred 

once or twice a year shows that it is a very frequent situation. 

The party assertj.ng the practice must show that it was a mutual 

practice. That is, the party must show that both sides knew and acquiesced 

in the practice. There is no such thing as a secret past practice and 

when management learns for the first time of an asserted practice at a 

grievance or arbitration meeting, management should r~st assured that no 
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"practice" exists. What has happened is that the grievant/union has 

unveiled a secret situation. To be binding upon the parties, both parties 

must have known and accepted the behavior (naturally, the same rule 

applies to practices that management asserts exist). If management can,ot 

show that the union or its responsible officials were aware of the 

practice, then the management will not be able to show that a true 

practice exists. 

Finally, the party asserting the practice must show that the scope 

of the practice is broad enough to encompass the conduct at issue. A 

practice is no broader than the circumstance out of which it is written, 

Mittenthal, Arbitration and Public Policy, 30, 32-33 (1961). Arbitrators 

uniformly hold that a practice cannot be abused, i.e. stretched out of 

its initi~l scope. 2 

Bargaining History 

A second area of extrinsic evidence often relied upon by arbitrators 

is the so-called bargaining history. Bargaining history may talr..(~ numerous 

forms, the most conunon of which are set forth below. 

An arbitrato~ may look at past contracts, i.e. if one analyzes the 

contract provision at issue as found in the last four or five collective 

bargaining agreements, one can ascertain changes made through the course 

of collective bargaining. By analyzing these changes, the arbitrator 

can ascertain the parties'intent by negotiating the provision at issue. 

The arbitrator may review statements made at the bargaining tabl.e 

in the course. of the contract negotiations. If a party represents the 

proviSion will be applied in a certain way the arbitrator may accept this 
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representation as being binding with respect to the language. (Caution: An 

arbitrator will not accept promises made at a bargaining table that in 

any way contradicts with a clear contract provision. The only time 

that an arbitrator will review or give any weight to such statements is if 

the provision at issue is in some way ambiguous.) 

The arbitrator may consider withdra,wn bargaining proposals. If 

a party had proposed certain contract provisions and ultimately withdrew 

them in the course of bargaining, the arbitrator may take this as evidence 

that the parties did not intend to include the provision in the contract, 

i.e. the provision that had been dropped. 

Finally, an arbitrator may consider the fact that after an adverse 

construction in an arbitration proceeding, the parties negotiated a 

subsequent contract and did not change the contract provision. For 

instance, while one arbitrator's decision is technically not binding on 

another, an arbitrator may consider the fact that the parties entered 

negotiations after the first arbitrator's decision. If the parties had 

intended to change what the first arbitrator had indicated to be the 

parties' agreement, then that party was obligated to present contract 

proposals in the contract negotiations. The fact that the parties 

did not present such proposals shows that they accepted the arbitrator's 

determination. 

Past Grievance Settlements 

If a similar dispute has arisen in the past, and the parties have 

resolved the contract grievance in a certain way, this can be used as 

evidence of what the parties believe that provision means; and it shows 
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what the parties intended when they negotiated certain provisions. As 

indicated above, if a party wishes to avoid a grievance settlement as 

binding precedent, then that party should make sure that the settlement 

is "without precedent or prejudice to the rights of either party". 

Construction Against the Draft 

Many arbitrators employ a basic rule that "when all else failSI" blame 

the party that drafted the provision." That is to say, if the provision 

is ambiguous, and the arbitrator is unable to ascertain the partiel:;' true 

intent, even after an examination of past practices, bargaining history 

and past grievance settlements, the arbitrator may charge the party who 

drafted the contract provision for the error and award the dispute to the 

other party. 

Normal and Technical Usa.ge 

Arbitrators are apt to read any involved provision in light Qf technical 

usage employed within a particular trade, industry, agency, etc. In other 

words, the street meaning of a particular phrase mayor may not cclrry 

the same meaning in a collective bargaining agreement in a partictllar 

trade. 

Inte~pretation in Light of the Law 

Some arbitrators employ the principle that a contract must ble 

interpreted in light of the law. That is to say, if a contract C,lln be 

found to be valid or legal when read one way and found to be illegal when 
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read another way, then the contract will be read in such a way that it 

comports with the applicable law. 

In this chapter we outlined some basic investigation tips to aid 

in resolving grievances, ideas on how to preserve management's position, 

and significant discussion of standards for grievance decisions. These 

standards are the ones used by arbitrators and thoughtful management use 

and interpretation of them may resolve many problems in the grievance area. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ARBITRATION OF GRIEVANCES t 
1 

I 
I 

WHO ARE THE "ARBITRATORS" 

An arbitrator is a porson or panel selected by the parties or 

appointed in some mutually agreed upon manner to hear evidence related 

to the grievance and to make a decision relative to the arbitrabi1ity 

and/or merits of the grievance. 

Selection of thl:~ Arbitrator 

There are many methods by which an arbitrator may be selected. In 

most cases, the collective bargai.ning agr.eement will delineate the 

specific method which the parties have agreed upon for selection of an 

arbitrator. 

One popular method of choosing an arbitratol is to submit the grievance 

to the American Arbitration Association. The federal government offers 

a similar service to all employers, whether public or p~ivate, through 

the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. The parties may also 

list a single arbitrator for all cases in their contract. Some contracts 

provide a list of several arbitrators with the.specific one for the 

grievance at hand to be chosen by draw. In some states, the civil service 

laws may provide the method for selecting an arbitrator. In the federal 

service, 5 USC 7121 provides that collective bargaining agreements must 

have a grievance procedure and that it must contain a binding arbitration 
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provision. However the th d , me 0 for selecting the arbitrator is left to 
the parties at the bargaining table. 

Sources of Information 

If the parties have ~lected to use either the American Arbitration 

Association service or the Federal Mediation and Conci1iat;on ... Service in 

selecting an arbitrator, both services provide the parties with a short 

biographical sketch of the arbitrators on the lists. Th k e s etch generally 

includes prior and present employment positions of the arbitrator which 
are related to 1 b a or relations and the arbOt ' ~ rator s fee schedule. 

There are several means f o obtaining s °fi pec~ c information relative 

to prior decisions made by a particular arbitrator. Public decisions may 

be indexed by arbitrator within 

wished to know what a particular 

discipline matter, the decisions 

· Bureau of National Affairs 

• Commerce Clearing House 

• Prentice Hall 

Thus, if one 

arbitrator has ruled in th €I past on a 

a specific pub1ication.* 

of that arbitrator published by 

• Labor Arbitration in Government 
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THE ARBITRATOR'S AUTHORITY 

It is well established that the authority of the arbitrator is to 

be found in the agreement of the parties, either a specific submission 

agreement applying to only one case or a general arbitration agreement 

1 embodied in a collective bargaining agreement. Arbitrator McCoy 

described the effect of the parties' agreement on the arbitrator's 

authority as follows: 

The arbitrator, unlike the court::s, derives 
no authority from the common law, the constitution, 
or statute. He is in no sense an official of any 
government or any governmental agency. He is a 
private person, employed by other private persons, 
in the same way that a doctor or a lawyer may be 
employed" He has only such power a$ the employers 
who employ him see fit to bestow upon him, just as a 
surgeon has power to perform an operation only if the 
patien.t gives him that authority.2 

The parties to a collective bargaining agreement frequently severely 

limit the arbj~trator' s authority as follows: 

The Arbitrator shall have no power to 
add to, subtract from, alter or modify any of 
the terms of this Agreement or any of the 
functions or responsibilities of the parties 
to this Agreement. 

Despite efforts by many unions and employers to restrict the 

arbitrator to the four corners of the contract in resolving disputes, 

some arbitrators rely on the law in deciding disputes. Not all arbitrators 

agree that reliance on the law is proper where the parties do not request 

the arbitrator to consider the law but where the arbitrator finds a 

clear conflict between the law and the contract. For example, one 
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arbitrator has urged that where there is a clear conflict between the 

agreement and the law, the arbitrator "should respect the agreement and 
3 

ignore the law." On the other hand, another arbitrator has argued 

that: "Arbitrators, as well as judges, are subject to and bound by law 

whether it be the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United 

States or a city ordinance. All contracts are subject to statute and 

common la~v, and each contract includes all applicable law. ,,4 Having 

given extensive thought to the opposing views of arbitrator, yet another 

arbitrator has advanced the middle view that "although the arbitrator's 

award may 2~~it conduct forbidden by law but sanctioned by contract, it 

should not E~SE~~ conduct forbidden by law even though sanctioned by 

contract.,,5 This arbitrator maintains that arbitrators are "part of a 

private process for the adjudication of priVate rights and duties," and that 

they "should not be asked to assume public responsibilities and to do 

the work of public agencies. ,,6 

DETERMINING ARBItRABILITY 

A party to a collective bargaining agreement may object to taking 

a grievance to arbitration on the grounds that it is not arbitrable, 1.~. 

that the grievance is not one which the parties to the agreement intended 

to be resolved through the grievance procedure. It may be asserted, for 

example, that the grievance is not concerned with any of the types of 

disputes covered by the arbitration clause, or that the grievance is not 

arbitrable because some condition necessary to arbitration, such as 

exhaustion of the grievance procedure, has not been met. 
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Determination by the Courts 

There are three situations where a court may become concerned with 

arbitrabi1ity situations. First, the party challenging the arbitrabi1ity 

of a dispute may seek to prevent the arbitration from taking place through 

a temporary injunction or "stay of arbitration" pending determination 

of arbitrabi1ity. Second, one party to the agreement may seek a court 

order compelling arbitration and the other party may raise the issue 

of arbitrability. Third, one party may cha1ienge the arbitrabi1ity of a 

grievance when the other party takes an arbitration award on the grievance 

7 to court for enforcement. 

When a court does become involved in an arbitrabi1ity dispute and 

the dispute concerns private employers, federal law generally controls. 

The United States Supreme Court has developed standards which have been 

viewed as indicating a strong federal policy favoring the arbitration 

d ' 8 process as a means of resolving labor contract interpretation 1sputes. 

For example, in a leading case on the subject the Supreme Court held that 

doubts as to whether the parties agreed to submit an issue to arbitration 

9 should be resolved in favor of coverage. 

Public employers (excluding the federal government) are not necessarily 

controlled by federal law. State legislatures and courts have developed 

their own standards to govern public employers. Although a few state 

10 
courts have adopted the federal presumption in favor of arbitrabi1ity, 

most state courts appear to be more willing to declare a dispute non

arbitrable in the public sector. The state courts have often concluded 
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that public policy considerations compel the reservation of broader 

discretion and broader "management rights" for public employers than for 

private employers. Moreover, the courts frequently rely on statutes which 

exclude more subjects from arbitration. 11 

Federal law provides that procedures for the resolution of arbitrabi1ity 

questions shall be provided for in collective bargaining agreements 

negotiated between the government and the unions. 12 

However, even where the collective bargaining agreement does not 

expressly leave the determination of arbitrability to the arbitrator, 

the courts may leave the initial determination of arbitrabi1ity to the 

arbitra.tor. This approach has been followed where the arbitrabi1ity 

13 could not be determined without delving into the merits of the dispute. 

Determination by the Arbitrator 

The determination of arbitrabi1ity is often left by the parties to 

the arbitrator. This can be done through a specific provision in the 

collective bargaining agreement or by stipulation. Where it is clear 

that the parties have authorized the arbitrator to decide the issue of 

arbitrabi1ity, the courts will not usually overturn his ruling on that 

issue. 14 

Many arbitrators are of the opinion that the determination of the 

issue of arbitrabi1ity is part of their inherent duty.15 Consequently, 

arbitrators often determine arbitrability even where the parties have not 

clearly authorized him to do so. 
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Examples of Subjects Excluded from Arbitration 

(Federal Employees Only) 

Parties in federal bargaining frequently provjl,de in the collective 

bargaining agreements that the following subj ects a~t'e excluded from ar-

bitration: 

Claims asserted in another forum, such as 

employment discrimination claims; 

• Medical and life insurance claims; 

Grievances which have not met the procedur~ll 

requirements set out in the grievance proce.cture. 

Under federal law, grievances concerning the following subjects are 

excluded from arbitration (federal employees only*): 

Prohibited political activity under 5 USC 7321 et 

seq. (5USC 7121 (c) (1) ); 

• Retirement, life insurance or health insurance 

(5 USC 7121 (e) (2) ); 

Suspension or removal for excessive and habit:ual 

use of intoxicants (5 USC 7121 (c) (3) ); 

• Any examination, certification or appointment (5 

USC 7121 (c) (4) ); 

* As stated in Chapter Two, state and local governments may have rules 

following these same guidelines. State and local corrections administrators 

should check their applicable laws before including or excluding such 

grievances. 
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The classification of any position which does not 

result in the reduction in grade or pay of an employee 

(5 USC 7121 (c) (5) ); 

• Prohibited personnel practices (as defined in 5 USC 

2302 (6) (1) ) which have been grieved under the statutory 

procedure (5 USC 7121 (d) ); 

Actions based on unacceptable performances which have been 

grieved under the appellate procedures (described in 5 

USC 7701) (5 USC 7121 (e) ). 

• 

Grievances concerning a variety of subjects are also excluded from 

arbitration under the laws of many states. 

BURDEN OF PROOF 

A party who carries the burden of proof "must produce sufficient 

evidence to prove the facts essential to his claim.,,16 Thus, a party 

who carries the burden of proof has a duty tm present the evidence to 

support its claim and this evidence must be sufficient weight to convince 

the arbitrator. The general rule followed by arbitrators in proceedings 

involving nondisciplinary cases is that the grieving party -- usually the 

union -- bears the burden of first; proceeding in a presentation of 

evidence in support of its claim. 17 I di i 1 i i 11 n procee ngs nvo v ng d scip nary 

cases, arbitrators usually require the ~nployer to proceed first with 

evidence to justify its actions. 18 

In many cases, arbitrators make no mention ~f the standard they are 

applying in evaluating the sufficiency of evidence. In a great number 
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()f these cases, arbitrators appear to be applying a "preponderance of 

e'vidence" standard. 19 Under this standard, the party ,07ho bears the 

responsibility of presenting the evidence to support its claim must con~ 

vince the arbitrator that, more likely than not, its version of the 

facts is correct. 

In other cases, arbitrators have explicitly set out their standa'rds. 

For example, when the union is challenging a management determination 

that one employee has greater ability than another or that one job class-

ification should be ranked higher than another, arbitrator~ frequently 

hold that the union must show that the determination was arbitrary, 

20 capricious and unreasonable. Similarly, arbitrators usually require 

management to establish beyond a reasonable doubt that its discharge of 

an employee was proper or for just cause where the employee W'':!~1 discharged 

21 for criminal or morally reprehensible conduct. 

PRECEDENT VALUE OF AWARDS 

Although the awards of prior arbitrators under the parties' collective 

bargaining agreement are not binding precedent, they are frequently fol

lowed by subsequent arbitrators. As one arbitral!or observed "when the 

identical contract provision and parties are involved, subsequent ar-

bitrators frequently honor the first arbitrator's award, providing same 

is spelled out in detail and the rationale for the same is known to all 

of the parties. ,,22 Some ar.bitrators have indicated that they will £0110,07 

23 such precedent even if they disagree with it. However, an arbitrator 

might not follow a prior a\vard where new and substantial evidence exists 
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which was not available when the case was first heard, lack o£ clarity or 

other reasons make the execution of the award impossible, or there was no 

fair and full hearing.
24 

Moreover some arbitrators have refused to 

follow an award whose continued application is justified by changed con-
25 

ditions or where they considered the awards to be clearly erroneous. 26 

The parties frequently raise and the arbitrator will consider awards 

by arbitrators under a different collective bargaining agreement than the 

one in dispute. These awards are frequently turned to "for advice and for 

statements of the prevailing rule and standards. 1I27 For as one 

arbitrator has noted "it is obvious that in arbitration as in other fields, 

respect must be paid to accumulated wisdom and experience.,,28 
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CHAPTER SIX 

MINIMIZING THE NUMBER OF GRIEVANCES 

There are people who believe that most grievances originate as a result 

of some action or inaction on the part of the grievant's immedi~te 

2EE~!xiSO!. Many of these are unnecessary. These seem to be especially 

unnecessary when they are caused by a supervisor's carelessness, sharp 

tongue, bad temper, poor planning or lack of fairness. An unstated but 

major responsibility of corrections managers is not to be the cause of 

grievances. They should be the ones whose leadership creates a positive 

work atmosphere--the kind of atmosphere where grievances are miriimized. 

There are certain steps that can be taken by management to reduce the 

number of g:"':'ievances filed, particularly those that are caused by a lack 

of information and/or communication. 

THE SUPERVISOR'S ROLE - EFF.ECTIVE MANAGEMENT 

A good manager should work to reduce tensions and eliminate friction 

and thereby create a cooperative atmosphere. Toward this end, there are 

certain things that can be done by a supervisor tv provide a greater 

spirit of cooperation and teamwork in the work force. 

A supervisor can focus on £2~u~E~~~E' Informed people do a better 

job because they see the whole picture. Thus, they feel they have a stake 

in the suc~essful operation of the organization. People who are informed 

will generally be more flexible because they see how proposed changes fit 

into the overall picture. 

The manager must be consis~~E!, i.e. managers who change their mind 
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often and are unable to make a decision hardly demand the respect of 

their employees. Treat everyone fairly--everyone equally. Don't play 

favorites. Enforce policies and rules consistently--day in and day out. 

Make sure that everyone obeys the rules and contributes to the success of 

the organization. 

A manager must be £2EE~!~~iY~, Managers who cannot perform and 

assist employees in emergency or unusual situations can hardly instill 

a spirit of cooperation in fellow workers. 

A manager must be £2~~!E£~iX~ in the sense that the manager's criti-

cism of employees is not designed to be destructive but to be constructive 

in leading to improvement. 

A manager must be £2~id~!~~~. Where there are people, there are 

problems. One must consider the motives as well as the actions of people. 

Take into account how you would react in a similar situation. 

A manager must be E~Efident. The best way to inspire confidence in 

other people is to be confident in them. 

Establish a reputation for hone2~_~E§ fai!E~2' Don't make promises 

that cannot be kept. Don't make threats that cannot be backed up. Nevel' 

lie to subordinates. If there are things that should not or cannot be 

discussed with employees, simply tell them so. If people feel that they 

can trust their manager and what the manager tells them, a lot of petty 

grievances will be eliminated. 

A manager should be ~ai1able. A major part of the trust discussed 

above develops from being available and accessible to employees,. Supervisors 

who establi,sh this availability, and are willing to talk, will have an 
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easier time with grievances. Don't make subordinates file a grievance 

just to get management's attention. 

THE SUPERVISOR'S ROLE - THE EMPLOYER'S REPRESENTATIVE 

The supervisor must know all policies, regulations and collective 

bargaining agreements. Supervisors who try to debate a grievant/union 

based on last reading of a provision some years back is apt to fall into 

deep trouble. Prior to grievances and/or complaints being processed, it 

is very common for the grievant/union to have reviewed the provisions and 

ascertain how they will present it to management. It is incumbent on 

management to always be prepared to intelligently discuss the meaning and 

application of the various department rules, policies and contractual 

provisions. 

Advise upper management of inequities or unfair rules and regulations. 

That is to say, that as part of management, if it is found that a particular 

rule cannot and should not be enforced for substantial reasons, then the 

rules should be changed. It is much better to have a more limited range 

of rules that are uniformly and consistently enforced rather than a large 

notebook of rules that are unknown and ignored by employees and managers 

alike. 

Support upper management. Blaming superiors and everyone from the 

agency head to your immediate superior might make it seem more comfortable 

at the time. This kind of management by abdication always lead to trouble. 

Be fair but firm in presentation of management's p:resentatio,n. Manage-

ment, once it has followed the steps as outlined above and ascertained 

through a thorough investigation the facts and the applicable rule and 
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has examined its own position for consistency and fairness, should 

present its position in a positive, forthright and firm manner. Management 

should not be in a position of dickering on principles. Management's position 

should be well-founded. The supervisor who is willing to "meet and dicker" 

will find a long line of grievants/union representatives outside of his 

office each of whom knows that it is only a matter of time before they 

get what they want. 

THE SUPERVISOR'S ROLE - THE INITIAL MANAGEMENT REPRESENTATIVE TO MEET 

WITH THE UNION 

The front lines of management must understand the union representative's 

role - one of a political animal that is genuinely concerned about people 

problems. When viewed in this light, one can see that management will be 

further ahead by treating management's position in a businesslike way while 

respecting the union steward's position. Remember that these people are 

the elected spokesmen of their members. It is their job to do the best 

that they can for their members. They may have to push a grievance that 

has little merit because an employee wishes it. It's not up to the steward 

to tell his or her client that they don't have a case. The union repre-

sentatives can't be expected to make management's work easier. Whatever 

managers do, they should not lose their tempers when the steward goads 

.. 
them or makes exaggerated or untrue statements. Union reps have a 

political position, and hold it just so long a$ fellow employees keep 

electing them. Understand this and try to work with the union representatives. 

If a manager can establish a relationship with the union representative 

based on mutual trust and confidence, the two of them will be able to 

head off a lot of grievances. 
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Finally, pay attention to the informal complaints. Make it a habit 

to answer informal complaints and gripes. A grievance usually begins 

as someone's unanswered question. Then it becomes a complaint that is 

not taken seriously. And finally it becomes a formal grievance which 

may end up in arbitration. Complaints should be'viewed as important 

items in the total superior-subordinate communication process. Supervisors 

should pay attention to informal complaints. Dissatisfaction often shows 

up first as informal complaints that can be handled before they become 

grievances. The thoughtful handling of complaints will strengthen the 

relationships between managers and their subordinates. 

Minimizing grievances involves hard work. A good manager will be 

listening to employees and reporting back to upper management on problems 

as they arise. Good leadership, i.e. concern for people and concern 

for work group performance will do much to reduce the grievance load. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE FUTURE 

No guidebook of this,type would be complete without some futu:t'e perspective. 

PRISONER GRIEVANCES AS CATALYST 

Prisoners have always had the informal :right to "send the warden a kite" 

as a grievance mechanism. This right has been formalized in some systems 

by the establishment of a prisoner union. The advent of these prisoner 

unions is believed to be a factor affecting grievances of corrections staff. 

The prisoner union splits the power base in institutions between management, 

prisoners, and correction officers. To please one component may mean 

aggravating another. For instance, it is not difficult to see a scenario 

of the prisoner union wanting more in the way of laxity of security which 

produces a grievance from guards about "terms and conditions of employment". 

Indeed the aftermath of ~~ny riots, a uniting of prisoners, has often led 

to major changes in assignments etc. for guards, all of which may be open to 

grievances. 

A more subtle factor may be the corrections officer's perception of 

benefits achieved by the prisoner unions in grievance hearings. If an 

officer believes that the grievance mechanism "lvorks" for prisoners then 

he/she may be more likely to try it. In some systems prisoners have had 

the right to grieve (kiting) long before corrections officers were given 

the right. This may clearly be a case where the prisoners have 
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aided their "keepers" by introducing a system of feedback. What can 

safely be said is that every prisoner grievance settlement will be 

viewed as to its consequences to staff and this may provoke a staff 

grievance. Management will always be left trying to achieve the delicate 

balance between "corrections" and "staff morale". 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Public employee unionism continues to rise bringing with it the foundation 

of grievance mechanisms. Good management probably already has a viable 

grievance system and has little to fear in such a process. Managers who 

are still of the "warm body" mold might consider that feedback makes 

good sense and grievances are a form of feedback which specifically address 

the correction of alleged wrongs. In short, if a grievance procedure is 

not now available the future with unions dictates it will be available. 

Another factor is the increased levels of education for correction 

officers. Managing the educated employee has both benefits and drawbacks. 

One drawback is the tendency of the educated persons to want to "have 

their say". Again, the proper management stance is to encourage this so as 

to minimize grievances. However, not all people will be happy with just 

having their say and some, for whatever reason, are going to feel the 

need for a grievance mechanism. 

Finally, the changes within the corrections environment will 

necessitate management keeping abreast, by whatever means available, of 

the problems within the institution. Overcrowding, contraband, 

disturbances, tight budgets, minimum staff, are just a few of the 

environmental constraints/problems the corrections administrator is faced 
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with on a daily basis. For some of these, a good grievance mechanism 

~~l (a) not only give notice of how th e particular problem is being 

felt in the institution but (b) also provide' h t e genesis of the solution. 

As stated earlier, grievances are not ,unlike a pain. Examine what is 
happening and make adjustments. 
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Kimbrough & J. Glen, American Law of Veterans 1177-1238 (1954). Mississippi 
appears to be the only state without such a statute. 

128. The primary federal provisions are 5 U.S.C. 2108, 3309, and 3313 (1970). 

129. See, e.g., Cal. Gov't Code 18540-43, 18937, 18971-77 (West 1963 & 
Supp. 1975) (10 points for veterans; 15 points for disables veterans); Fla. 
Stat. Ann. 295.07-295.12 (1975) (5 and 10); Kan. Stat. Ann. 75-2955 (1969) 
(10 and 15); N.C. Gen. Stat. 128-15, 128-13.1 (1974) (10); Ore. Rev. Stat. 
408.230 (1974) (r and 10); Pa. Stat. Ann. tit1. 51, 492.3 (1969) (10); 
Va. Code Ann. 2.1-112 (1973) (5% and 10%); Wash. Rev. Code 41.04.010, 73.4. 090 (SuPp. 1975) (10%). 

1~0. See, e.g., Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. Q1. 31, 23 (Supp. 1975); Minn. Stat. Ann. 197.45(2) (Supp. 1975). 

131. B1umber DeFacto and DeJure Sex Discrimination Under the E ua1 
Protection Clause: A Reconsideration of the Veterans' Preference in Public 
~mp10yment, 26 Buffalo L.R. 4 (1976-77). 

132. M at 5. 

133. See e.g., Mich. Compo Latvs. 35.402 (1967); Minn. Stat. Ann. 197.46 (West Supp. 1977). 

134. See, e.g., Ala. Code tit. 55, 305 (1960); Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. 
ch. 30, 9A (West 1966); N.J. Stat. Ann. 38:16-1 to 16-5 (West 1968); N.Y. 
Civ. Servo Law 85 (7) (McKinney Supp. 1975). 

135. See, ~., 38 USC 2021; MiQh Camp Laws 32.273,274. 

136. B1!llUberg, note 5 supra at 16. 

137. Personnel Administration of Massachusetts vs. Fee~, 442 U.S. 256 (1979). 
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NOTES (Chapter Two Continued) 

138. In Commonwealth ex reI Mauer vs. O'Neil, 368 Pa. 369, 83 A.2d I 
" ,- ,. - "~'fr2-(f95ir;'tne' c6'urt":i::nva±lciated·a:"'lll:()mucion~t'preferenc.e~·-an(tln"Pa:f'~aJ!I<::'-'~ , ___ ,_,'0< .. " r"·· ... -,,--~",. O;;;U':;""~ 

vfs.dFord
h
, 68 Ariz. 205, 203 P

d
.2d 872 (1949)hthe courtfindicated that it would ! 

in suc a provisions invali. Howev'er, t is' type 0 provision has been 1\ 

upheld in Koelfgen vs. Jackson, 355 F. Supp 243 (D. Minn. 1972), aff'd mem., 11' 

410 U.S. 976 (1973); McNamara vs. Director of Civil Servo, 330 Mass. 22, I 
110 N. E. 2d 840 (1953); and S ta te ex .rel. Higgins vs • Civil Serv. Comm' n ' 
139 Conn. 102, 90 A.2d 862 (1952). I 

139. 5 USC 7323. 

140. 5 USC 7324 (a) (1). 

l4l. 5 USC 7324 (a) (2). 

142. 5 usc 7324 (b) • 

143. 5 USC 7326. 

144. "5 USC 1501, et~. 

145. MCL 15.401 et~. See AFSCME vs. Michigan Civil Serivce Comm'n, 
408 Mich 385, 292 m~2d 442 (1980). 

146. Toussaint vs. Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Michigan, 408 ~tlch 
578, 292 NW2d 880 (1980). 

147. Ebling vs. Masco Corp., 408 Mich 578, 292 NW2d 880 (1980). 

148. Scott vs. City of Ann Arbor, 76 Mich App 535, 275 NW2d 157 
(1977) • 

149. Those states with collective bargaining statutes including an 
employees rights provision for public or state employers include Alaska, 
California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, 
Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New 
Hampshir~, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, 
Rhode Island, South Dakota, Texas, Vermont, Washington and Wisconsin. 

150. States with collective bargaining statutes providing for impasse 
procedures for public sector and/or police include California, Connecticut, 
Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, Ne:w Mf~xico, New Jersey, New York, 
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South !lakota, 
Texas. Vermont. Washin~ton and Wisconsin. ' 
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NOTES 

CHAPTER THREE 

. .... ,.. .. , ...... ,"' ... _ ... _4 ........ " 

1. Occasionally, an em 10 e 
in fact, a constructive disc~arYee may claim that his resignation was 
decjision was voluntarily made ~h' Arbitrators consider whether the' 
pre udice to the employer. Cit ~fPassage of time and potential 
.Qffi~_As~., 726 GEER 21 (I9J7):~irmingp~IIL~E.~L~~i.!!gha1!l Police 

2. Wayne Count Lb' Local 502--6 ---___ X~r Relations Boa d & W 
-----_~ 57 GEER C-2,3 (5_17_76):----E---~XE~oUE.!:X_§heriii~.§ 

3. Cit)!. of Allentown (P ) 
Ci.!:X_bE£S~__B.Q_16~Vol:-g;-No: a 9 -fA~G F2r3a -8t -Oe.!'E2L.Q.!'.Q.er--2LRolic~..%_.Queen 

, September, 1979. ----

4. F.fEE.~.sE-Countx. Sheriff's D 
--- -------~£§~~.!:, 70-1 ARB 8221, p. 3732. 

5. .Q.!.!:Lof Pittsbur d F 
8146, p. 3486:------Es. a~Q:.b_Fo.E.!:Jit~b.2£g~-M.2. 1, 71-1 ARB 

6. ~it~f Boston (Mass) 
Fede.!'illon, Vo1-. '9:NQ:-I-wG ;~d09B.2Jston_R.21.!ce-EE.Eerior Officers 

.. , anuary 15, 1979.--------

V 1 7. Citx_.21~os.!:.2!!..JMass) and Bo of 

o • 7, No. 12 LAIG No. 1958, Dec~e~:.2i'9~~~ ... ceJ2!E.21~~.§~SS.2Eia.!:.!on, 

8. Elkouri & E1kouri H 
, --2~.!'E.!trill.2!LF.2g.§, 3rd Ed., p. 641 

9. See for example: H 
~rt~~~trica1 Mf C ----~ 0., 48 LA 681 (1967). 

10. See for example' St --
GERR. 759:22 (1978) (discip1in:t:o~:f~.2~~£.!:.!cu.!:, BNA Case No. 7778-A-158 
unaware of penalty for sleeping on du~y)~n view of fact employee was ' 

11. See for example: 
~~-22~, 45 LA 437 (1965). 

See for example: 
~~E ~ Steele ---' 21 LA 843 (1959). 

12. 

13. DaVis, Joseph R FBI L 
(Special Agent DaVis wro~~ ~---2~EE.2!E~~~E11etin, April 1980 
1980 edition of the FBI] 11wo.consecutive articles in-the M h ,pg. ,29. 
faced with this u et~n. It is highly reco arc and Apr11 
e~c~11ent artic1~~imi) na1 versus administrative heari:mge~id1ed that managers 

• emma read these 
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NOTES (Chapter Three continued) 

14. "Interview of Public Employees Regarding Criminal Misconduct 
AJ,.lzga,t:ion.z'f'" . i:E.-FBT·La:;.-. E~c ..f'..m~nt;" .llY;..~~t.tI}:-. _ .t\:p!'J .1 . ..1.98.0.·",_ - .. p- ~ _ _ ~ , ........ "'_ ..... , •• ~" "' .• 01\0. •••• "",,, 

16. Cusson ~s. Firemen's & Policemen's Civil Service Commission, 
524 s. W. 2d.-S8 (Tex:-Civ.App.1975).Cij:l of G1as.s,9~ vS:-~~E-Ca~
lf37 SW2d 199 (ky. 1969). 

17. Richardson vs. Perales, 402 US 389 (1971) (strict rules of 
evidence need not-apply iu-;n-administrative hearing). 

18. Ha~LAlumin!!~Inc. vs. Steelworker2.2 67 LRRM 2580 (U.S. 
Dist. Ct., C.D. Calif., 1967). 

20. See for example: Ta1~nt vs. Ci~_of Abilen~, 508 SW2d 592 
(Tex. 1974); Engel vs. TOWI'!-shiLE! WoodEEid~, 306 A2d 485 (N. J. Super. 
1973). 

21. Chambliss vs. Board of Fire and Police Commissioners, 312 
NE2d 842 (111.-App. 1974).~ 

23. National Electric Coil, 46 LA 756 (1966); American Maize 
Product!'! Co., 45LA 1155(].965)- ---------

24. Ci~-2f Pit,!:sburghL Pennsyl vania~.~L!,ra.!:erE-al_ Order-2E-Po1.!E~ 
FOEt Pi-.!:t L.E.Q..se No..!..l:, 71-1 ARB 8146, p. 3486. 

25. C01umbiaE--Rop~Co., 7 LA 450 (1947). 

26. Martin vs. State Pers,9nnel Board, 26 Cal App 3d 573, 103 Cal 
Rptr 306 (1972): 

27. See for example: Jone~ vs. City of_Hialeah, 294 So. 2d 686 
(Fla. Ct. App. 1974). 

28. For instance, in Federal Correctional Institution, FMCS File 
No. 79K 0856'0, GERR 852: 34(1980) the arb itJ:at or agreedwIth the Union 
that management unfairly discharged the grievant based on eight separate 
charges, but he imposed discipline for five of the eight Gharges after 
evaluating each one separately. The resulting discipline added up to 
seven days of suspension and a written reprimand in lieu of discharge. 
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NOTES (Chapter Three continued) 

3 O~ F~E~--.9,9E!}.tL Lab,9E-B-elati,9ns _ Board -3E-.Q..._F§1E~--.9ountLEh~Eif!~ 
~ocal~Q~, 657 GERR C-2 (May 17, 1976). 

31. f.!.!:Lof-X1.!E-.!:, 69 LA 574 (1977). 

32. See for example: Do~~~Foo.Q._gorE" 57 LA 1107 (1971); Globe
Uni,9E-JE-E" 57 LA 701 (1971). 

37. In one case, police officers were found to have violated depart
mental rules regarding acceptance of gratuities, but their suspensions 
were nonetheless reduced because the Chief of Police urged them to 
meet with the town manager and led them to believe that they would only 
face minor disciplinary action. TOWE-2!~1~i-nvil1~, 67 LA 442 (1976). 

39. See for example: Si~.E~E- vs. Ci.!:Lof ,gou_~toE' 260 SW2d 94 
(Tex. 1953); :g,9~le vs. Per!,!,9E-Ee1_BoaE.Q._of~.E.E~~1!'!, 176 SE2d 663 (Ga. 
1970) • 
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64 GERR B-10 (March 1, 1976):"----- -------------, I 44. Wa§Ete~_Count~heriff's DeEt. and Teamsters Local 214 

~--~- '.-.. ~ .. '5_ vi ... P~cr--l'r:-Y' (~ii .... s,f1'j"-a'n· .3-"pu··o'l"i,., S.-.f'et-y T;""-'c,\'Go,,, .. , L" .... ,,1 JEr-'to -"'±....---~.t2-_jV_.w _ ... _a._~_~.=. __ ~ __ ~ c. -~-:...:;c.:=:r-==-":,,,~~-:i;?,-" ,,_, 
Vol. 8, No.1 LAIG 1984, January, 1978. 

46. Cit1-of H~!tf~rd, 62 LA 1281 (1974, Connecticut State Board 
of Mediation and Arbitration). See also Ci!Y, of Benton Harbor and Benton 
Barb~r Patrolman's Assll.!, 781 GERR 24 (OctoberlO,-1978):-----~-----

47. Citl of Boulder (Colo) and International Brotherhood of Police 
Off,!cer§, LOE~l 57&: Vo1-:-7-;-No.-12 LAIG 197D:December15,-1977-:----

49. ~DoheEn vs. Senivk, 390 F Supp 456 (Ed NY 1975). 

50. Ci!L of East ,!?et!oi.!:, 61 LA 485 (1973). 

54. .Q~~.!:Y-2f Erie~epartment of Corrections..! 811 GERR 35 5/21/79. 

55. St.§!-te of_Alask.§!-_ang Alas~.!LPublic Employees AS2..Q,£iatio,g (FMCS 
Case No. 79K09760 4/7/79 815 GERR 26 6/18/79). 

56. JTnij:edJ_tat_~_lledi_c_qJ. __ C_e.ru:er_~_Vede~alJ>ris0.n.e.F_~ Springfield, 
Missouri, FMCS File No. 79K21744, GERR 862:7, 45 (1980). 

58. United Packin.s Co., 56 LA 673 (1971); Ti!fan1-Metal Products 
Manufacturing Co., 56 LA 135 (1971). 

59. Knigh.!: vs. Department of Co~rection~, 140 So. 2d 485 (La App 
1962). 
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NOTES (Chapter Three Continued) 

60. .9i.!:LE!_Ne~LHav~~J.. 6,9 __ L,A _285. (1977), Connecticut State Board 
'-'Of-Meaia'tion'and Arbitration.' '" . 

61. See for example: Ba§ic~!!Bne§ia, 57 LA 52 (1971); United 
St.§!-.!:~§_St~1--.Q.Q!E.!.' 53 LA 1008 (1969). 

63. See for example: Ci.!:L~!_!!tica Sch.Qo1_Dist...!i-~~~!~_E!~ducati~E' 
57 LA 1050 (1971); ~erican BroagcastiEB_Co.!., 57 LA 906 (1971). 

64. ~~~la vs. Ba~.!:imoE~County, 223 Md. 371, 164 A2d 712 (1960). 

65. Refusal to sign an implied "confession" of misconduct does not 
constitute insubordination. Ch.§!-!.!:er To~shiE-0f Meridian J~ich)~Eg 
Frater,g~l Order 0!_Ro1i~~..!-.9~Eit~1--.QitY.-b.Q£.g~2!£=.-.14~, Vol. 9, No. 9 
LAIG 2371, September, 1979. 

67. See for example: R~2i~Ai!cr~ft_~intena~~..!_Inc., 55 LA 1094 
(1970); B.§!-ti.QE.§!-~_E.!:ee~.QEE.!., 54 LA 1174 (1970). 

68. '!?.!..9.!-.!?epa!.!:~~nt_of_CoEE~ctio~, FMCS File No. 75K 14771, GERR 
648:C-3 (1975). 

69. State of Connecticut/Connecticut Correctional Institution at 
Eomer s, Bl,iA-Case -No. 77 7 8-A-552,GERR 786: 29-(1978)-:------------

71. Sa.s~~~_f.Q~nt1-~ich2.J?her.!ff ~_ Depart~~.§!-nd _:!,~.§!-mster s _foca~ 
21!!, Vol. 8, No.1 LAIG 1982, January, 1978. 

72. See for example: Perea vs. Fa1eEJ. 114 Cal. Rptr. 808 (Ct. 
App. 1974) (driving offense):----

73. See for example: Bence vs. Breier, 501 F2d 1185 (7th Cir. 
1974) cert. denied, 419 U.S.-r121 (1975):---

74. Allen vs. Ci.!:l-E~-2reensb.Q!.Q, 322 F. Supp 873 (M.D.N.C. 1971). 

75. See: BYS_DeEartment oLfor!~tional Se!'y.!ces, 69 LA 344 (1977). 
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NOTES (Chapter Three Continued) 

76. See for example: ~~ulE~ vs. Breier, 507 F2d 1383 (7th Cir. 1974) 
(prohibited political solicitations). 

7i.r. Bo~t'on_~Elic~_~~1:E.2r As~ociatIon:vs. Ci!LEf BE~tofu 326 NW2d 314 
(Mass. 1975) (political campaign); ~~n~llx vs. Stat~, 411 P2d 69 
(Ore. 1966) (deputy sheriff running.for Sheriff). 

78. Kaufman VS. Pannucio, 295 A2d 639 (NJ 1972) (positions of 
police lie~tenant and citY-~ncil member are incompatible). 

79. See: ElrEg VS. ~EE~.z. 427 US 347 (1976). 

80. .9~1:Lof_.9ro~1~x~ire~ vs. Ci1:X-E!~row1~x, 264 So2d 368 
(La. App. 1972) aff'd 280 So2d 897 (1973) (absolute prohibition on 
outside employment violates due process). 

81. Tre1fa vs. Vi11age of C~ntEe Is1~nd, 389 NYS 2d 22 (App. Div. 
1976) • 

82. ban~ VS. Commi~§i-EEer E.L the N~w Yor~_§.:!:ate .!?epaEtlll!!~_Ei 
.9Err~ct~on, 136 NYS 2d 534 (1954). 

83. .9~'!:X of Flint (Mich) 2nd_Teamster~.J..oca1-~1~, 747 GERR 20, 
October 14, 1977. 

84. Fal~orth County, 63 LA 1203 (1974). 

85. See for example: Meith vs . .!?othaEg, 418 F. Supp 1169 (M.D. 
Ala. 1976). 

87. See for example: MOE:!:~_Mart=§ra~~ut.2.....9o~ioE.z. 56 LA 738 
(1971); gEolaE Chem~Eal_ CorE" 55 LA 306 (1970). 

88. §tev~ns VS. Hocker, 91 Nev 392 (Nev. 1975). 

89 . .9~1:Y-E!_~~1EE, 65 LA 147 (1975). 

90. St·2E~~~EEE.:!:LJMiEh)_an'§--1ea.!!l.§te!.§_Loca! 214.z. Vol. 9, 
No. 2 LAIG 2241, February, 1979. 

91. ~SCME VS • .9itLof_Me.!!l.EEis (AM Case No. 30-30-0175-80 3/23/81; 
41 GERR 905 (12/22/80). 
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NOTES (Chapter Three Continued) 

92. See for example: Ma.see .9arpet~.Q., 57 LA 136 (1971); .9E~.!!l.E~.sE~ 
BeY~E~~_ CO~.!E:2.!.' 56 LA 1197 (1971). 

94. Commonwealth of Pennsz!vania.LDeEar1:ment of_Ju~.:!:~E~.z_~EEeaE-E! 
Correct~Ens VS:-Q!~E!:350-A. 2d 878 (Pa. Commn. Ct. 1976). 

95. HaE~~.!!l~no1is vs • .9Egg, 404 F. Supp 719 (S.D.N.Y. 1975). 

96. See for example: g~Ll1.21g~~~ta1~£.!., 56 LA 592 (1967); !~.!!lEer1x= 
.91~E!L.9orp., 54 LA 832 (1970). 

97. .9EEE1:X_E!_Onond~~JNY2_~E¥_.9ivil_§~EViE~~.!!l.E1E~~~~~~EE~~1:~on, 
Q~EEg~.s~_bEE~1-§~~.z Vol. 9, No.1 LAIG 2225, (1979). 

98. .90~EE~~~11:~.Q!~~nU§z!yan~~_~E~_~§C~is1:E~E1:_CoEEE~!_§§, 
boc~!_~~~l (8/3/79) GERR 834:31 10/29/79. 

99. CitX of Bristol and AFSCME, Bristol PEliE~_Qnion_bEca1-154, 
.9EEEEi-!_!.2:-74='2-ill--8549-(1975):p:S03S:--- -

100. See for example: .§1:~Edard .9i-1-CO~Ef Cali!orni~.z 55 LA 1269 
(1971); Kai-~~E-,gE.!!l~nu.!!l_§_ Ch~.!!l~ca1-Co!.!?.!., 53 LA 858 (1969). 

101. §Ei-!!EEX vs. §.:!:~1:~_Del?2rt.!!l~E.:!:-EL.!EstitEtio~, 219 Sa. 2d 282 
(La. App. 1969). 

102. St~1:~_E!_~~~_XErk.z._.!?~l?~E.:!:.!!lent_E!_.9E!E§E1:i-0n21-§~Eyi~~~ 
(Fi-~hki-~_NY2, LAIG 2020, November 11, 1977. 

103. American Federation of Government Em.E1E.lee~.z.~ouEEil-E!_~EisE~ 
Loc~ls_~~CFe~§!~J=REis~E:§i§ te~_ De.E~!~ment=.Qf Ju.§ tiE~.z._ FM.9~ 
#7914 09742 6/18/79, 823 GERR 39 8/13/79. . 

104 US. Medical Center for Federal Prisoners and American Federa-
.:!:iOE_.Q!~Ey;jnm§E.t-~!!ll?!~1§§~:-L~ca1-1§17 (FMcs-"No:-79-i{-1511"2-77 17 /79) 
836 GERR 2411/12/79. 

105. See for example: In.:!:~.LTe1~l?Eon~_~E~~el~.s!~l?E_.9E!l?" 54 LA 1110 
(1970); Q~~~1ev~1:.QE_.9.Q., 54 LA 206 (1970). 

106. Ci.!:LELFi-1-J4.~!!.l'§.EEE.:!:' 61 LA 279 (1973) 

107. See for example: Bati-0nal_~!i-EtiE.s_Co.!., 43 LA 768 (1964). 

lOB. See example: ReE~b~1E- St~~l.. CO!l?.!., 1B LA 907 (1952). 
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109. See for example: 

110. See for§!~amp,le: 

gEeaE __ ~ke2 __ ~~2' Inc., 44 LA 737 (1965). 

'Ne\.rBrii:~ri:IT"M"acfi.:i.ne Co·: ~"45- LA' "993 -(1965). -----------------------
111. U.S. Bureau of Prisons, FMCS'Fi1e No. 75K 10765, GERR 643: C-7 (1976).----------------------

112. See for example: 

113. See for example: 
4 LA 175 (1946). 

John Deere Tractor Co., 3 LA 737 (1946). -----------------
National Malleable & Steel Castinss Co., -------------------------------- ----

114. United States Bureau of Prisons, GERR 385:Gr. Arb.-7 (undated). -----.. _---------------------

115. Bureau of Prisons and Federal Prison Industries~ Inc., FMCS 
File No. 74K0719S:-GERR-S62:-Gr:-ARb:=103-(1974).--------- -----

116. United States Federal Reformatorx, Petersburg, Virginia, FMCS 
File No. 74K01823:-GERR 543:Gr:-Arb.-31-Ti974) 

117. Bureau of Prisons, Federal CorrectioEa.1 In2ti.!:EE.!.9!h-1'~11~ha22~~~ 
R'l0E.!~a, GERR-293:Gr:-ARb:=3S-(1969):-------- ---

118. B~.!:.f.9E2.~Bi2E.!:!it_.9.9., 55 LA 312 (1970). 

119. No "bumping" is generally allowed ~"here no 1a.yoff has taken 
place. B~~~_PoE.!:~E, 48 LA 579 (1967). 

120. See for example: 

121. See for example: 

122. See for example: 
LA 621 (1963). 

123. 

124. 

125. 
(1959) . 

126. 

127. 

128. 

See for example: 

See for example: 

See for example: 

See for example: 

See for example: 

See for example: 

La~~_.9.!~_~~ll~~E.!~..!_InE~ 25 LA 753 (1956). 

~naE.9E~~_~.!E~nu~_.9.9., 48 LA 219 (1967). 

EtaEE2EE~i1 .9.9~, 26 LA 206 (1956). 

~~EE.h~tt_~i.8~Co., 28 LA 235, (1957). 

Mansfield Tire & Rubber Co., 32 LA 762 -------------------

R.hi1.!E2_R~EE.9.!~'!:!!!.l_.9.2" 45 LA 857, (1965). 

Curti2.:FE.f.8.hE-.9.9E~, 36 LA 629 t, (1960). 

B.9rf.91k_B2.Y2.LEE.f.E.Y2E~' 54 .].,A 888, (1970'). 

129. See for example: Ce.!~E~2~-f.9EE~ of America, 30 LA 797, (1958). 
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NOTES (Chlapter Three Continued) 

130. Sew for example: !§X.!.9E_Eto~_.9.9~, 29 LA 236, (1957). 

131.. S_eF,\.-fG.re~mmple: §~.!.:,,~,g.fs }:)a.E~!_.9.9~ ~ .51 LA 1101', (1968),"." " 

132 .. See for example: QEi ted -.§~~.!.!:.fE.8-2_.!L~!!.l.fEE!!.l_.9.9 • , 13 LA 684, (1949). 

133. See for example: Aro _.9.9EE~ , 55 LA 859, (1970) . 

131.1. See for example: !!E.!E~~_~E.8.f~~EJ:E1L2-R'.9.!:!EdrL.9.9~ , 31 LA 93, (1958). 

135. See for example: Le~E..!-.1E£.:., 2B LA 242 , (1957). 

136. See for example: CaE,!'!:~'!_.9itx_REOd.!:!EE2_.9.9~, 54 LA 773, (1970). 
137. See for example: :!~1:S~2_.9.9~, 14 LA 146, (1949). 
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